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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Objectives
The primary project objective of this project is to make operational a dynamic integrated model–an
integrated, advanced travel-demand model with a fine-grained, time-dependent network, and to
demonstrate the model’s performance through validation tests and policy and investment analyses. This
integrated model system is necessary because most current travel models are not sufficiently sensitive to
the dynamic interplay between travel behavior and network conditions, and are unable to reasonably
represent the effects of transportation policies such as variable road pricing and travel demand
management strategies.
Secondary project goals include producing a transferrable process and sample data that can be used in
other regions, addressing travel time reliability in travel models, demonstrating an effective interface
with EPA’s MOVES model, and incorporating knowledge from other SHRP 2 efforts such as C04 (pricing)
and C05 (operations). Project C04 is intended to develop mathematical descriptions of the full range of
highway user behavioral responses to congestion, travel time reliability, and pricing, while Project C05
will provide tools for estimating the capacity increments expected from various combinations of
operational strategies in a corridor, such as variable speed limits, ramp metering, and use of shoulder
lanes on freeways.
However, the project will not be deemed successful if the resulting model system cannot be used in the
Jacksonville region or if similar models cannot be implemented in other regions for reasons of cost or
model complexity. This suggests the following requirements for the model:


The model must be scalable. It should not require a large hardware cluster or complex
computing environment in which to run.



The model must be relatively easy to implement and maintain. While advanced models are
inherently complex, it is possible to implement these models with different levels of detail.



The model implementation and maintenance must be developed in a cost-effective and timely
manner. It must not require a multi-year, multi-million dollar effort, and the resulting model
system must support varying degrees of complexity while always ensuring model integrity and
performance.

1.2 Overview
1.2.1 Integrated model system structure
The system architecture document is intended to outline the overall structure of the dynamic, integrated
model system. This involves identifying the primary components and subcomponents, specifying
properties of these components, and most critically, describing the relationships between the
components and subcomponents.
The proposed model system will be comprised of three primary components: DaySim, the TRANSIMS
Router and Microsimulator and MOVES. DaySim is a travel demand forecast model that predicts
household and person travel choices at a parcel-level on a minute-by-minute basis. The TRANSIMS
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Router and Microsimulator are dynamic traffic assignment and network simulation software that tracks
vehicles on a second-by-second basis. MOVES is the EPA’s latest software for estimating emissions and
air quality impacts. The integrated model system will be established by enhancing and linking these
model components and implementing an equilibrated model system that will provide sensitivity at
greater level of spatial and temporal resolution to key policies.

1.2.2 Model system design rationale
The focus of the model system design is on integration of the existing components and demonstration
that the integrated system can address the policies required by smaller and medium-sized metropolitan
planning organizations (MPOs). There are some cases where enhancements of the existing model
components are necessary to adequately address the required policies and these are described herein.
There are also policies that are not the focus of this study, but that the integrated modeling system could
address with additional model enhancements; these are described for future use.

1.2.3 Target audience
The intended audience for this document and for the integrated model system overall is comprised of
both practitioners and researchers. For practitioners such as public agency staff and professional travel
demand forecast modelers, this document is intended to provide a concise yet comprehensive inventory
of data requirements, software tools, and policy-relevant analysis methods. For researchers and travel
demand software developers it is also intended to present clear rationales for the model system and
component design decisions.
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2.0

REQUIRED POLICY SENSITIVITIES

One driving force behind the SHRP 2 C10 project is the need to address transportation policies that are
being considered in metropolitan planning organizations around the U.S. These policies are not
adequately addressed by the current state of the practice travel forecasting models and so the integrated
modeling tools developed for this project seeks to improve how these policies are addressed. There are
six types of strategies that the integrated, time-sensitive models are required to address:


Pricing



Capacity



Transportation System Management (Operations)



Travel Demand Management



Greenhouse Gas

The specific strategies within each category are described below, along with an approach and an
identification of relevant inputs and outputs. There are some strategies that were considered for this
project, but were determined to be outside the existing scope. Nonetheless, these can be considered as
potential future enhancements for the integrated modeling system. These strategies are described
separately so that they can be retained for consideration in the future.

2.1

Pricing

2.1.1 Description
Pricing strategies are costs that are imposed on travelers using certain roads, traversing certain
screenlines, or travelling to certain areas (tolling, cordon pricing or area pricing). These costs may be
either fixed, or vary by time-of-day or in response to congestion. Additionally, these costs may vary by
user to reflect discounts or subsidies provided to some users.
Pricing strategies have a very high priority because they are being considered at MPOs around the
country as one of the more prominent strategies to address congestion, mobility and finance objectives in
their transportation plans. Pricing strategies often have significant benefits for the freight community as
well (but that is not a focus of this research).

2.1.2 Approach
Tolls are assessed on a link or zone basis depending on the specific pricing strategy being considered:


Roadway tolls are assessed at a specific location (link-based) as fixed or variable by time-of-day.
Exceptions for transit or high occupancy vehicles (HOV) can be implemented.



High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes (link-based) are assessed on HOV lanes and allow users to “buy
in” to the HOV lanes. These are typically dynamically priced based on the amount of capacity
that is available for use by non-HOV vehicles.



Cordon pricing assesses tolls for anyone crossing a screenline (link-based), often established
around a central business district or along a defined border (like a county line). Cordon pricing
is set so that users pay every time they cross the cordon. Fees are typically either fixed or
variable by time-of-day.
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Area pricing assesses tolls for anyone entering an area (zone-based), again typically around a
central business district. Pricing is set similar to cordon pricing. The primary difference
between cordon pricing, which can be used around an area, and area pricing is that cordon
pricing charges the users whether or not they are stopping within a certain area, thus charging
those users who are just “passing through”. Area pricing only charges users who stop and park
within an area and does not charge users who are passing through.



System pricing assesses tolls for classes of roadway (link-based), such as freeways, or can be set
to collect tolls for all roads in the system. Fees can be set by roadway class (freeways, arterials)
and time-of-day (peak, off-peak).

In order to enhance the model system’s sensitivity to pricing alternatives, the DaySim mode choice
models will be enhanced to include toll/no-toll nests for drive alone and shared ride auto modes. This
represents choices to pay tolls based on a broader spectrum of variables. Link-based tolls will be coded
as costs in the roadway network by time-of-day and class of vehicle (based on who pays and who
doesn’t). Zone-based tolls will be coded as costs at activity locations by time-of-day. These will be
implemented in the model by adding surcharges to parking costs in an area. Parking costs are provided
at either an hourly or daily rate. Different prices may occur for autos, HOVs, and trucks. Exempted
vehicles may include HOVs, transit vehicles or electric/hybrid vehicles.
Tolls are included in network skims that reflect different paid options in combination with travel time.
These are represented in all model components. Cost skim matrices will be developed for specific time
periods (e.g. for 30 minute time periods) or developed “on-the-fly” for specific activity locations as
needed.
Choices to pay tolls that are dynamic, such as HOT lanes, are represented by the TRANSIMS router or
microsimulator on a minute-by-minute or 5-6 minute basis. TRANSIMS includes tolls by lane by vehicle
type and time of day and can build routes with different values of cost for different traveler types. Fixed
and variable toll processing rates by lane, vehicle type, and time of day can also be included to simulate
different payment methods. These tolls will be adjusted during the iterative process between the DaySim
and TRANSIMS models so that a convergence between the tolls paid and the willingness to pay at that
price are equilibrated.

2.1.3 Inputs


Tolls by link or zone and time period



Distributed values of time by person



Average vehicle operating cost assumptions



Average emissions costs by pollutant type

2.1.4 Outputs


Cost per trip or daily cost per traveler by vehicle class, time-of-day or facility type



Operating revenues by vehicle class, time-of-day, operator and facility type



Travel time savings benefits by mode and time-of-day



Improved reliability benefits by mode and time-of-day



Vehicle operating cost savings by mode and time-of-day
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Emissions cost savings by pollutant type



Equity analysis of user benefits by income group

2.2

Capacity

2.2.1 Description
Capacity strategies involve adding, modifying or deleting capacity on the roadway system. This may
include the addition of new roads or lanes to the travel model networks, or may involve adjusting existing
capacity, such as the implementation of reversible lanes, auxiliary lanes or turn lanes at intersections.
Per lane speed and capacity assumptions may also be adjusted based on changes to the infrastructure
that affects speed and capacity. Reconfiguration options may vary by time-of-day, for example, adding or
removing on-street parking during peak periods.
Capacity strategies have long been the primary strategy to address congestion and mobility in a growing
region, but are now often considered to be secondary to operational, demand management, or pricing
strategies because of cost and environmental impacts. Capacity strategies can have travel time and
reliability benefits in the corridor where improvements are proposed.

2.2.2 Approach
The inclusion of capacity improvements is straightforward once the assumptions are established. These
assumptions include establishing the speed and capacity assumptions of any new roads or lanes by time
period. The changes in capacity by time period will affect peak spreading.
Network times and costs estimates are developed that reflect variations in supply and demand by timeof-day. Travel time skims will be developed for specific time periods (e.g. for 30 minute time periods) or
developed “on-the-fly” for specific activity locations as needed. DaySim uses these revised network times
and costs to estimate household and person travel choices. Assignment will be based on the TRANSIMS
Router, Microsimulator and associated tools, with iteration/convergence options available to reflect
analysis needs at different geographic scales.

2.2.3 Inputs


Speed and capacity assumptions of new or modified facilities or lanes



Signal timing and geometry for new intersections

2.2.4 Outputs


Travel time savings benefits by mode and time-of-day



Improved reliability benefits by mode and time-of-day



Vehicle operating cost savings by mode and time-of-day



Speed distributions, delays, queue lengths, cycle failures



Distribution of trip by time of day.



Emissions cost savings by pollutant type
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2.3

Operations

2.3.1 Description
Operational strategies, also known as transportation system management (TSM), will include three types
of projects: bottleneck improvements, corridor improvements and parking strategies.


For bottleneck improvements, roadway operational assumptions are adjusted to reflect projects,
policies or strategies that improve flow and reduce the number, extent, and duration of network
bottlenecks. Projects could include addition of new signals or signs, adjustment of signal timing
and phasing, or implementation of ramp meters. Additionally, projects could include
modifications to roadway geometries such as lane connectivity, lane widths, and the presence of
shoulders.



For corridor improvements, operational assumptions are adjusted to reflect strategies that
improve flow along a corridor. On a freeway, projects could include speed harmonization. On an
arterial, projects could include the implementation of coordinated corridor signal systems.



For parking, parking supply may be adjusted to reflect an increase in capacity. DaySim currently
includes off-street, paid parking explicitly. On-street or free parking spaces are not included.
DaySim does not reflect any parking capacity constraints (except in the case of park-and-ride,
which is not addressed in this integrated model development effort) or parking difficulty
measures.

Operational solutions are seen among MPOs with congestion and mobility challenges as one of the most
useful and cost-effective strategies to employ. The operational strategies are a large reason behind the
development of integrated models, because traditional travel demand forecasting models are unable to
accurately represent operational strategies.

2.3.2 Approach
For bottleneck improvements, the roadway network will include operational strategies such as ramp
metering, intersection controls, or wider lanes or shoulders. These small-scale design and geometric
assumptions are coded explicitly by time-of-day. Tools that can synthesize (if not optimize) signal timing
where no exogenous data is available will be employed. Operational improvements will affect speed,
capacity and reliability and will be included in travel times fed back to DaySim.
For corridor improvements, the roadway speeds will be reduced in areas of high congestion to simulate
speed harmonization. This can provide higher throughput due, in part, to a reduction in speed variation
across all drivers.
For parking, the supply of parking spaces will be modified to reflect parking strategies on a parcel basis.
Total off-street paid parking supply per parcel is included in the parcel input file. In order to capture the
influence of parking supply on travel behavior, we propose to calculate a simple measure of parking
difficulty by comparing the demand and supply for parking spaces. Since current data sources do not
adequately capture the full spectrum of parking supply, we propose to use the current demand and
supply relationships as an indicator of parking difficulty and not as explicit parking constraints.

2.3.3 Inputs


Assumptions for speed reductions, ramp metering, signal timing, or widening of lanes or
shoulders
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Number and cost of parking spaces

2.3.4 Outputs


Travel time savings benefits by mode and time-of-day



Improved reliability benefits by mode and time-of-day



Vehicle operating cost savings by mode and time-of-day



Distribution of trips by time of day



Speed distributions, delay, density, queued vehicles, travel time ratio, cycle failure



Emissions cost savings by pollutant type



Parking revenues by district

2.4

Travel Demand Management

2.4.1 Description
Travel demand management strategies cover a wide range of strategies aimed at changing travel
behavior to reduce congestion and improve mobility. In this project, we focus on three of these
strategies: increasing the frequency and numbers of people who work at home, adjusting work schedules
to travel in off-peak, less congested conditions, or increasing the number of people who carpool to work.
For work at home, workplace location choice and day activity pattern models are sensitive to both the
changes in the number of workers who work at home on a full-time basis and the numbers of workers
who work at home on occasion (i.e. telecommuting). This does not include modeling whether traveler’s
would choose to work at home under a particular policy, but simply reports the impacts if the frequency
or number of people working at home increased.
For flexible work schedules, some portion of workers will have greater flexibility in the generation and
timing of work activities. Some workers may work longer hours on fewer days, resulting in longer work
activity durations but fewer work activities overall, or vice versa. Other workers may change the timing
of when work activities start and end but maintain the duration of these activities, such as shifting work
arrival and departure hours earlier to avoid congestion.
The number of people who carpool can change due to changes in pricing, capacity, or operations on HOV
lanes and these impacts are covered in the previous sections. Ride sharing can also change because of
incentives provided by employers, such as free, reduce-fee, or premium parking spaces for carpoolers.

2.4.2 Approach
We propose to test the impacts of scenario-based approaches that increase the share of workers who
work at home. In the development of daily activity patterns, there are parameters for workers to work at
home on a typical day that can be adjusted to increase this assumption. This isn’t sensitive to the policies
that would encourage workers to reduce their commuting to work by working at home more, but it will
allow an evaluation of the impacts on the transportation system if more workers did work at home. In
the daily activity patterns, the full time work at home workers may choose to travel to a different
workplace (like a business meeting) or work at home on a typical day and the telecommuters may choose
to stay home or travel to their usual workplace on a typical day.
Resource Systems Group, Inc.
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For flexible work schedule, household day pattern models, household joint tour generation and
participation models, person day pattern models, tour time-of-day models, and trip departure models
would all need to be sensitive to changing work schedules. These could be included with new terms on
the numbers of workers adjusting their work schedules for longer and fewer days or different departure
times. We propose to employ scenario-based methods that allow for the application of flexible work
policies to random or targeted samples of workers. This approach is not sensitive to the policies that
would create the change in behavior, but can be used to understand the impacts if changes were made.
The number of people who carpool to work will be modeled in tour and trip mode choice models by
reducing parking pricing for targeted samples of workers in a scenario-based evaluation. The policy that
determines how many workers will be provided the reduced parking will not be modeled, but the mode
choice models will determine how many workers will change modes to take advantage of the reduced
parking charges. The user benefits of the carpooling program will be developed to understand the
potential impacts of the program.

2.4.3 Inputs


Assumptions on increased share of workers who work at home or telecommute



Assumptions on number of workers who will adjust work schedules earlier, later or both and/or
adjust the number of days worked per week



Assumptions on the number of workers offered free or reduced parking charges if carpooling

2.4.4 Outputs


Travel time savings benefits by mode and time-of-day



Improved reliability benefits by mode and time-of-day



Vehicle operating cost savings by mode and time-of-day



Emissions cost savings by pollutant type



Commute trip reductions by mode and time-of-day

2.5

Greenhouse Gas Strategies

2.5.1 Description
Strategies to reduce greenhouse gases (GHG) include both land use and transportation improvements.
For this project, we focus on the transportation strategies, which could include expanding and ride
sharing options, using vehicle miles traveled (VMT) or GHG reduction as a criteria for funding, using
pricing strategies to reduce VMT and GHG emissions, encouraging hybrid or electric vehicle use,
employing transportation operations strategies, or encouraging increases in fuel efficiency standards.
Here we focus on the two strategies not covered in the prior sections: hybrid or electric vehicle use, and
fuel efficiency standards.
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The model systems will produce estimates of greenhouse gases resulting from cars, trucks, and
motorcycles emissions. These estimates will pivot off of detailed congested transportation network data
produced by the network assignment tools, and will also employ assumptions about vehicle operating
characteristics and fleet composition. These measures can be produced for any alternative, and can be
summarized at multiple spatial and temporal resolutions.

2.5.2 Approach
We propose to use a scenario-based approach for evaluating impacts of the possible GHG strategies.
These will focus on understanding the impacts of a particular policy on user benefits rather than on how
these policies will be implemented in practice. For example,


Hybrid or electric vehicle use is represented in MOVES as vehicle fleet composition. We propose
to test the impacts of increasing the amount of hybrid or electric vehicles assumed in the vehicle
fleet compositions employed in MOVES. Adjustments to auto operating costs that reflect the
changes in the vehicle fleet composition will also be made to capture changes in travel behavior
(DaySim) and assignment (TRANSIMS) resulting from these adjustments to the cost of travel.



Fuel efficiency standards are represented as an assumption in the MOVES model. We propose to
test the impacts of increasing fuel efficiency standards assumptions in MOVES. Adjustments to
auto operating costs will also be made to capture changes in travel behavior (DaySim) and
assignment (TRANSIMS) resulting from these adjustments to the cost of travel.

These strategies will not require any changes to the existing DaySim, TRANSIMS, or MOVES model
components.

2.5.3 Inputs


Assumptions in vehicle fleet composition for hybrid or electric vehicle use and the fuel efficiency
assumptions for these vehicles.



Assumptions in changes of fuel efficiency standards.

2.5.4 Outputs


Emissions cost savings by pollutant type and district



Vehicle miles traveled by source and district (based on vehicle registrations)

2.6 Future Developments
There are a number of potential future enhancements that were considered when addressing required
policy sensitivities, but were determined to be outside the scope of the current study. These
enhancements, though, are possible within the framework of the integrated modeling system and should
be considered as part of any future work.

2.6.1 Pricing Strategies
There are several pricing strategies that were considered for this study and determined to be less costeffective and less useful to meet the overall project objectives. These are described here for
consideration in future phases of the project:
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One of the more complicated pricing strategies to model is when a user pays a single fee for use
throughout the entire day. This requires the model to keep track of who has paid earlier in the
day and who has not paid yet before assessing the toll for an individual use of the system. This
pricing scheme is one of the least frequently proposed, so is not considered to be a worthwhile
investment of resources at this time.



A pricing strategy that has been considered by several cities is the dynamic adjustment of
parking costs based on occupancy levels to reduce the amount of traffic that drives around
looking for parking. Parking spaces can be retained at higher costs in high demand areas for
those users willing to pay and others would select less expensive parking further away. This has
been considered for both on- and off-street parking spaces. Some demonstration projects are
underway to determine the benefits and impacts of this type of program. Dynamic adjustments
of parking costs would require additional functionality to evaluate the demand for parking
compared to the supply and then to adjust the prices in an iterative fashion. This is a relatively
new pricing strategies that is currently being considered in larger cities with significant
congestion in downtown areas and so is not considered essential for testing in the context of
smaller urban areas at this time.



A pricing strategy that has been discussed, but not considered widely, is to set tolls proportional
to household income. This is suggested as a means to provide equity to lower income
households in relation to tolls. The research on pricing in relation to lower income households
has not revealed a discrepancy between lower income households use of the system, thus
diminishing the need to provide an equity measure to counteract this effect. Low income
households will choose to pay the toll for certain types of trips and high income households will
choose not to pay the toll for other types of trips, suggesting that income is not the most
important determinant of who pays. As a result, we are not recommending this be included at
this time.



The process to “set” tolls to either maximize revenue or user benefits is expected to occur
outside the integrated modeling system. The ability to optimize tolls within the system could be
included as an enhancement in future work. While this is a desirable feature of the integrated
modeling system, it will require significant level of effort to implement and test and is beyond the
resources of the current project.

2.6.2 Operational Strategies
There is significant research on incorporating information-related variables into travel demand
forecasting and network simulation models, but these research projects have not yet been tested or
implemented at planning agencies within integrated modeling systems. The integrated modeling system
offers many advantages over aggregate modeling systems with regards to the provision of information
and the resulting travel behavior shifts that may result from this, but there will need to be some effort
employed to incorporate these information-related variables in all the model components (including both
DaySim and TRANSIMS). This level of effort is currently beyond the scope of the current study and these
information-related policies have not been considered a priority.
Another operational strategy that was considered is the inclusion of on-street and free parking into the
supply of parking (currently, DaySim includes only off-street paid parking in the parking supply). We do
not believe that existing data sources will adequately cover on-street or free parking spaces and so are
not recommending that this be included at this time. When the data can be synthesized or obtained from
existing sources, this feature can be added to the modeling system.
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2.6.3 Travel Demand Management Strategies
The current integrated modeling system is being designed to produce benefits from a series of travel
demand management (TDM) strategies, such as work-at-home, telecommuting, and ridesharing
programs, but not to test the policies directly. The current system will require assumptions about how
many travelers will participate in the TDM programs and the integrated modeling system will then
produce the benefits that result from those assumptions. A potential future enhancement would be the
development of additional components that could estimate the number of travelers who would
participate in the TDM programs, based on the level-of-service, demographic, and socioeconomic
characteristics of the traveler and their trip. In addition, this capability could also be expanded to choices
to shop-at-home and school-at-home.

2.6.4 Greenhouse Gas Strategies
One of the strategies proposed across the country to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is land use,
in the form of compact and transit-oriented development. While we agree that this is an important
strategy to reduce GHG emissions, it is outside the scope of this study. It should, however, be considered
as a future enhancement for urban areas that have developed land use forecasting models integrated
with their travel models.
Another strategy that is often suggested to reduce GHG emissions is transit – both operational and
capacity improvements. Again, this is outside the scope of this effort, but can be considered as a future
enhancement.
Finally, TRANSIMS models vehicle types with different use restrictions (e.g., hybrids on HOV lanes).
Model sensitivities may be enhanced by including in DaySim a model to represent vehicle type choice as a
function of socio-economic factors or incentive programs that target specific groups like cash for
clunkers.
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3.0 SYSTEM DESIGN
3.1 Concepts
3.1.1 Decision-making units and attributes
Households
Households are a key decision-making unit in DaySim. A synthetic sample of all regional households is
developed by sampling Census public use microdata samples (PUMS) according to exogenously provided
marginal distributions of households by key household attributes. The full array of household attributes
is available for use by the travel demand simulation models.

Persons
Persons are the primary decision-making unit used in DaySim. A synthetic sample of persons is derived
from the synthetic sample of households described above, based on Census PUMS data, sampled
according to exogenously provided marginal distributions of households by key household attributes.
Some person attributes are person-specific such as age, educational status and gender, while other
person attributes are household-specific, such as income.

Vehicles
Vehicles, while not decision-making units, can be associated with both households (in DaySim) and
person-tours (in TRANSIMS). However, the allocation of vehicles to particular person-tours is not
anticipated to be a feature of this integrated models system. To accommodate TRANSIMS, a separate
vehicle will be located at the origin for each tour that includes a vehicle driver.

3.1.2 Spatial units and attributes
Parcel / point
Parcels are the fundamental spatial unit used in DaySim. Information on housing units, employment by
sector, parking, urban form and other attributes, as well as various buffer variables derived from these
attributes, is provided in the parcel file.

Activity Locations
Activity Locations are the fundamental spatial unit used in TRANSIMS. Similar to zone centroids in a
traditional network assignment, activity locations function as the origins and destinations for assigning
trips to the transportation networks. Multiple activity locations may load onto a given link, and parking
locations are also associated with activity locations. Activity locations represent geographic areas larger
than parcels, but smaller than travel analysis zones.

Travel Analysis Zones
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Travel analysis zones (TAZs) are the largest spatial used in DaySim, though only a few key attributes,
such as parking costs, are stored at the TAZ-level. Auxiliary demand that is not simulated by DaySim is
derived from the regional four-step model and disaggregated from the TAZ level to the activity location
level.

Network elements
The transportation networks are represented in TRANSIMS by a number of files. These include files that
describe essential network elements such as nodes, links, activity locations and parking locations, as well
as files that describe network attributes such as lane connectivity, lane use restrictions, turn pockets, and
signal locations and timing. These elements are described in greater detail in section 3.2.5. Network
attributes such as travel time, travel distances, travel costs, and measures of travel time variability are
associated with these network elements, and will be converted to a common unit (impedance) and use in
the calculation of “generalized costs” for path building.

3.1.3 Temporal units
Time periods
Time periods are used by DaySim to represent when travelers choose to depart to their primary
destinations, return to the origin (either home or work) as well as when travelers choose to make
intermediate stops. At present, the fundamental temporal unit used in DaySim is the ½ hour, though tour
and trip times are disaggregated down to the minute-level using simple distributions. Time periods are
also used to represent the variation in network times and costs across the day. In the current DaySim
implementation, twenty-two (22) time periods are used, though it is anticipated that the use of “on-thefly” path building and skimming eliminate the need to develop network level-of-service measures a priori
for fixed time periods.

Time windows
DaySim schedules person activities using a priority sequence (with mandatory activities such as work
and school scheduled first). Lower priority maintenance and discretionary activities are scheduled based
on “windows” of available time after scheduling higher priority activities.

3.1.4 Activities and travel demand
Day Patterns
The person-day pattern represents the number and purposes of tours and stops undertaken by each
individual in a given day, such as the number of work stops and the number of shopping stops. An
optional output from DaySim is a file that contains this information for each person in the regional
simulation.

Tours
A tour is the complete set of linked trips undertaken by an individual that begins and ends at the same
home or work location. The purposes, primary destinations, timing, and modes of tours are predicted by
DaySim.
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Trips
A trip is a single movements from and origin to a destination location. In DaySim, trips are to and from
parcels. In TRANSIMS, trips are to and from activity locations. The purposes, destinations, timing and
mode of trips are currently predicted by DaySim, though the re-timing of trips in TRANSIMS is being
considered as a potential enhancement.

Origins / Destinations / Stops
Origins, destinations and stops are the spatial locations where tours and trips begin and ends. In the
integrated model, these are parcels and/or activity locations.

Modes
Modes represent the means that travelers use to move from origins to destinations, such as drive alone,
transit and walk. Modes are an output of DaySim, which predicts the mode used for each person’s tours
and trips using a detailed set of choices that includes options such as auto occupancy level and transit
submode. Modes for given trips are a input to TRANSIMS.

3.1.5 Routing and simulation
Plans / Paths
A plan is a set of sequential links or nodes that TRANSIMS creates to describe the path used by a travelers
to traverse the network from a given origin to a given destination and a specified time of day.

Events
Events record the scheduled and actual time trips start and end within the Microsimulator. The
differences between the actual start and end times represents the actual travel time for the trip. The
variance between the scheduled and actual times are used for detecting problems, evaluating network
performance, making trip schedule adjustments, selecting travelers for re-routing, and calculating gap
statistics for Router-Microsimulator convergence.

3.2 Components
3.2.1 Model Manager
The integrated model system will be comprised of three primary components: DaySim, TRANSIMS, and
MOVES, and will incorporate a model manager or run controller that allows users to selectively apply
some or all of these components in various configurations. Initially, this model manager will be in the
form of a control file or script that users will call.
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In addition to controlling the overall flow amongst the model components, it is envisioned that the model
manager will also allow users to configure options within each one of the primary components. For
example, it may be desirable to execute subcomponents of DaySim, such as the usual work and school
location models, or to run DaySim or its components multiple times while varying the random seeds in
order to observe simulation variation. Similarly, users may want to control the execution and interaction
among TRANSIMS components, such as the criteria used by the Router to select households or trips for
re-planning, or to configure the iterations between the Router and the Microsimulator.
A key feature of the run controller will be the parameterization of convergence criteria for both the
overall model system as well as for the network assignment procedures. For example, users will be able
to identify whether to use a predefined measure or a fixed number of iterations as stopping criteria, as
well as to specify values such as the convergence tolerance and the number of iterations. This capability
will allow users to specify more stringent network or system convergence based for each particular
application.
It is not anticipated that a separate graphical user interface will be created as part of this project.
However, a beta version of a graphical user interface for TRANSIMS has recently been released that
allows for access to all data, scripts, documentation, and help, and which also includes a python module
that automates the interaction of the various TRANSIMS tools. It is anticipated that this GUI will be
extended to incorporate other TRANSIMS tools, such as the interactive network editor and simulation
visualizer. This GUI could potentially be extended to integrate DaySim as well.

3.2.2 Synthetic Population
The synthetic population is a list of households and persons that is based on observed or forecasted
distributions of socioeconomic attributes and created by sampling detailed Census microdata. This list
functions as the basis for all subsequent choice-making simulated in DaySim. All base year 2005 data
required to develop the synthetic population are available from the Census, and Northeast Florida
Regional Planning Model (NERPM) and Chittenden County MPO (CCMPO) model inputs. The format of
the synthetic population file is presented in Appendix B.
There are two population synthesizers available for this project: a DaySim population synthesizer and
PopGen, developed at Arizona State University (ASU). The primary difference between the synthesizers
is that DaySim controls to household characteristics and PopGen controls to both household and person
characteristics simultaneously. If the DaySim population synthesizer replicates person characteristics
well, then this synthesizer will be used for the project. If not, the PopGen synthesizer will be employed.
DaySim generates a synthetic population by drawing households from a Census Public Use Microdata
Sample (PUMS) sample to match a supplied TAZ-level joint distribution of household characteristics, and
assigning them based on, and constrained by, the number of housing units to parcels.
PopGen generates a synthetic population by drawing households from a PUMS sample to match a
supplied TAZ-level joint distribution of household and person characteristics using iterative proportional
fitting and innovative techniques. These TAZ-level households need to be allocated to parcels for use in
this project.
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3.2.3 DaySim
The travel demand model to be used for this project is coded in a software framework called DaySim.
DaySim is one of the two main “families” of activity-based model (ABM) systems now being used by
MPO’s in the U.S. DaySim was initially implemented in Sacramento, CA, by the Sacramento Area Council of
Governments (SACOG) and is currently being implemented by the Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC)
in Seattle, Washington.
DaySim simulates 24-hour itineraries for individuals with spatial resolution as fine as individual parcels
and temporal resolution as fine as single minutes, so it can generate outputs at the level of resolution
required as input to dynamic traffic simulation. DaySim’s predictions in all dimensions (activity and
travel generation, tours and trip-chaining, destinations, modes, and timing) are sensitive to travel times
and costs that vary by mode, origin–destination (OD) path, and time-of-day, so it can, in turn, effectively
use as inputs the improved network travel costs and times output from a dynamic traffic simulator.
DaySim captures the effects of travel time and cost upon activity and travel choices in a way that is
balanced across modes and times of day and consistent with the econometric theory of nested choice
models. Originally written in Delphi, DaySim has recently been translated to C++. The C++ version will be
used for this project, and can be compiled to run in both 32- and 64-bit environments. DaySim can be
used in a distributed manner by running separate instances on different processors on different
partitions of the study area population, and then merging the results.

Components and Linkages
DaySim is comprised of a number of subcomponents and structured as a series of hierarchical or nested
choice models. The general hierarchy places the long term models at the top of the choice hierarchy, and
the short term models at successively lower levels in the hierarchy. The detailed hierarchy and flow
through the model is illustrated in Figure 1Error! Reference source not found.. Note that the general
flow is down from the long term models to the short term models. Moving down from top to bottom, the
choices from the long term models influence or constrain choices in lower level models. For example,
household auto ownership affects both day pattern and tour (and trip) mode choice, by including auto
ownership variables in those component models. In addition to these direct influences, utilities from
lower level models flow upward to higher level models. “Logsums” (expected utilities) from tour
destination and tour mode choice models affect other short term models, as well as the upper level,
longer term models. Some of the logsums from lower level models are aggregated for use in the long
term models, in order to reduce the computational load of using fully detailed disaggregate logsums in
such a complex nesting structure.
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Figure 1. DaySim Modeling Components and Linkages
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Inputs
Parcel file. Parcel-level information on housing units is used to allocate the synthetic population down
to individual parcels, and to influence destination choices. This data is available in both the Jacksonville
and Burlington regions from parcel-level databases maintained for these regions. In addition, parcellevel calculations of proximity to total housing units within ¼ mile and ½ mile buffers are also important
urban form measures used in DaySim, and are calculated using a script.
Parcel-level information on the total number of jobs by employment type on each individual parcel is one
of the most essential model inputs. In DaySim, the number of workers attracted to each employment site
is calibrated to the number of jobs at that site. Both the Jacksonville and Burlington areas have detailed
information on employment by type. It is important that these data must be “cleaned” to ensure that
reasonable numbers of jobs are assigned to each individual parcel. A common problem is that large
employers with many locations in a region allocate all jobs to the “home office” rather than distribute the
jobs across the firm’s locations. As with housing units, parcel-level calculations of proximity to total
employment by sector within ¼ mile and ½ mile buffers are also important measures used in DaySim,
and are calculated using a script.
Like workers, the number of students that are attracted to each school location is calibrated to the
enrollment by grade-level at that school location. As a result, parcel-level information on school
enrollment is necessary. These data should include information on primary and secondary school-level
enrollment by grade, as well as enrollment in universities, community colleges, and technical schools
(including information on credit hours which can be used to determine full-time vs. part-time
enrollment). Enrollment data can typically be acquired from state- or district-level departments of
education. As with housing units and employment, parcel-level calculations of proximity to school
enrollment by sector within ¼ mile and ½ mile buffers are used in DaySim are used, and are calculated
using a script.
DaySim incorporates detailed parcel-level information on the distance to transit by transit sub-mode.
This is typically calculated using GIS data on transit stop locations provided by transit agencies. A GISbased script is applied to calculate distances to transit for every parcel in the region.
A unique parcel-level measure of urban form that DaySim incorporates is the number of intersections of
different types within ¼ mile and ½ mile buffers. These intersection types include, dead-ends (1 link), Tintersections (3-links), and tradition intersections (4+ links), and help characterize the pattern of urban
development. An automated process has been developed to calculate these urban form measures based
on detailed all-streets GIS street centerline files. This is more detailed than the modeled network, which
does not include all streets.
DaySim uses information on the number and prices of both daily and hourly parking spaces within ¼
mile and ½ mile buffers of each parcel. The project team has inventoried the location and pricing
information for paid off-street locations, but it is necessary to gather additional information on capacities.
TAZ file. Parcels are the primary spatial units used in DaySim. However, current implementations have
used a limited set of travel analysis zone (TAZ) level data, including PUMA and summary district
correspondence codes, and physical attributes such as the land area and coordinate locations. The
project team has all the GIS data necessary to derive this information.
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Network times and costs. Skims, or location-to-location measures of travel times and costs, are an
essential component of any travel demand forecast system. In the initial stages of model implementation,
these skims will be based on zone-to-zone network times and costs using twenty-two (22) aggregate time
periods, and based on TRANSIMS link delay files. These time periods are half-hour resolution during the
peak periods, one hour resolution during the midday and peak shoulders, and a single broad time period
over night. Ultimately, the time and cost measures will be based on more spatially detailed “activity
locations” and for specific times that a trip or activity may be routed. All data required to build these
measures will be derived from DaySim demand and the TRANSIMS network information described in
subsequent sections.

Long-term demand models
Usual work/ usual school location. These are essentially destination choice models, but they
determine the longer term choice of usual work and school locations (parcel within TAZ). These, along
with residence location, tend to structure a person’s spatial activity patterns. The choice is primarily a
function of travel accessibility across all modes and land use characteristics in and surrounding each
possible TAZ and parcel. Key segmentation variables include income for workers and age group for
students. In the model sequence, work location conditions the school location for most workers, but for
university and young driving age students, school location conditions work location.
Auto availability. This model is applied at the household level, and determines the number of vehicles
available to the household drivers. Key variables are the numbers of working adults, non-working adults,
students of driving age, children below driving age, income, auto and non-auto accessibilities to work and
school locations, and more general pedestrian, transit and auto accessibility to retail and service
locations.
Usual work mode. This model is applied at the person level for workers, and determines the mode
typically used (at least 80% of the time) by each worker.

Day-level demand models
Household day pattern. This model determines whether each person in the household has a mandatory
(work or school) travel day, non-mandatory travel day, or stay-at-home day, and coordinates the choices
across household members. The first model of this type was estimated by Bradley and Vovsha for the
Atlanta region. For this effort, the model will be enhanced by also including the option for a work-athome pattern type.
Household joint tour generation & Person joint tour participation. These models generates fully
joint household tours for various non-mandatory purposes. Like the previous model, these models are
run at the household-day level, conditional on the pattern types of the various members. Models of this
type have been estimated for the Atlanta region by project team members. Additional models will also be
included to identify which two or more household members participate in each joint tour.
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Household joint half-tours to school/work. This model will be a new innovation. Like the previous
two models it will work at the household-day level, but this model will predict the number of instances in
the day that one household member will drop off or pick up other household member(s) at their usual
work or school location. The driver can either be on a work or school tour, or else making a special
chauffeur tour. In either case, the model system will explicitly link the travel for the half-tour between
home and the work/school location. Again, auxiliary models will be included to identify which two or
more household members participate in each joint half-tour.
Person day pattern. This model is a variation on the Bowman and Ben-Akiva approach, jointly
predicting the number of home-based tours a person undertakes during a day for seven purposes, and
the occurrence of additional stops during the day for the same seven purposes. The seven purposes are
work, school, escort, personal business, shopping, meal and social/recreational. The pattern choice is a
function of many types of household and person characteristics, as well as land use and accessibility at
the residence and, if relevant, the usual work location. The main pattern model predicts the occurrence
of tours (0 or 1+) and extra stops (0 or 1+) for each purpose, and a simpler conditional model predicts
the exact number of tours for each purpose.

Tour-level demand models
Within each tour, three main models are used, to first simulate the tour’s destination, then the beginning
and ending period of the tour’s primary activity, and finally the main mode used for the tour. For work
tours, the number of work-based subtours is also modeled, after destination choice, and before timing
and travel mode.
Exact number of tours. This model predicts, for purposes for which there are one or tours for that
purpose, the exact number of tours for that purpose and person.
Tour destination. Similar to the work and school location models, these models determine the primary
destination TAZ and parcel for home-based tours and work-based subtours. For the primary tour
destination, the logsum from the mode choice model across all modes is used as the main level of service
variable.
The universal choice set of destinations is very large, including all parcels within the metropolitan area.
In any given situation, some of the parcels will be infeasible, either because the location cannot be
reached in the available time, or because the desired activity cannot be accomplished there. Also, for the
sake of computational feasibility, the huge size of the choice set makes it necessary to sample alternatives
when applying the destination choice models. A sampling procedure has been designed to deal with both
of these issues. The available alternatives are sampled in a way that allows the probability of being
drawn into the sample to be calculated for each drawn alternative. Statistical procedures are then used
during model estimation and application to allow the sample to represent the entire set of available
alternatives without biasing the results.
The chosen sampling procedure is called two-stage importance sampling with replacement. In the first
stage, a TAZ is drawn with a known probability approximately equal to its chance of containing the
chosen destination. In the second stage, a parcel is drawn within that TAZ with a known probability
approximately equal to its chance of being the chosen parcel within the TAZ. The two main criteria used
in the design of the procedure are statistical soundness and computational efficiency.
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Work-based subtour generation. For this model, the work tour destination is known, so variables
measuring the number and accessibility of activity opportunities near the work site are expected to
influence the number of work-based tours.
Tour main mode. The tour mode choice model determines the main mode for each tour (a small
percentage of tours are multi-modal), with the alternatives being drive to transit, walk to transit, school
bus, car shared ride 3+, car shared ride 2, car drive alone, bike and walk.
Tour time-of-day. The dependent variables of this choice model are a pair of 30 minute time periods
representing the times that the person arrives at and departs from the tour primary activity location. It
therefore provides an approximation of both time-of-day and activity duration. Since entire tours,
including stop outcomes are modeled one at a time, first for work and school tours and then for other
tours, the periods away from home for each tour become unavailable for subsequently modeled tours.
The time period of a work-based subtour is constrained to be within the time period of its parent tour.

Trip/stop-level models
Although the presence of extra (intermediate) stops in the day pattern is determined in the pattern
model, the exact number of stops for each purpose is a result of the stop level models. Within each tour,
the stops are modeled one-by-one, first for stops before the tour destination, and then for stops after the
tour destination. This is an iterative model structure, very similar to the one used in the number and
purpose of work-based subtours model.
Stops before the tour destination are modeled in reverse temporal sequence. First the possible
participation in a stop is modeled simultaneously with the stop’s purpose. If the stop occurs, then its
location, and then its trip mode, and finally the 10-minute time period of the arrival at the tour
destination are modeled. These results also determine the time period in which the trip from the stop
location begins, since the trip mode and travel level of service are known. If a stop occurs, then the
possible participation and purpose of a prior stop are modeled, along with details of location, trip mode
and timing. This continues, constructing the trip chain from the tour primary destination to the tour
origin in reverse chronological sequence until the model predicts no more stops (at which point, the
“final” trip between the “last” stop and the tour origin is modeled). The reason for modeling in reverse
chronological sequence for the first half tour is the hypothesis that people aim to arrive at the primary
destination at a particular time, and adjust their tour departure time so as to enable completion of the
desired intermediate stops. After the trip chain for the first half-tour is modeled, the trip chain for the
second half-tour back to the tour origin is similarly modeled, but this time in regular chronological order.
Intermediate stop generation. Throughout the construction of the trip chains, the making of
intermediate stops by purpose is accounted for, so that as stop purposes called for by the pattern model
are accomplished, the likelihood of additional stops decreases.
Intermediate stop location. For intermediate stop locations, the main mode used for the tour is already
known, so the choice is primarily a tradeoff between the additional deviation and impedance of making
another stop by that mode versus the accessibility to additional land use opportunities in alternative
zones and parcels.
As with tour destinations, a sampling procedure is required for the stop location models, and a procedure
has been designed that employs importance sampling with replacement. The exact procedure is
different, however, because the sampling problem is more complex. For intermediate stops, the travel
impedance affecting choice is a function of three locations instead of two: the intermediate stop location,
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as well as locations before it and after it in the half tour. This expands the number of relevant
impedances geometrically. Therefore, a 3-stage importance sampling procedure has been designed. For
each parcel to be drawn, first a stratum is drawn, then a TAZ within the stratum, and finally a parcel
within the TAZ.
Trip mode choice. The trip-level mode is conditional on the predicted tour mode, but now uses a
specific origin-destination (O-D) pair and a time anchor, and also the trip mode for the adjacent,
previously modeled trip in the chain. The trip mode alternatives are more precisely defined than the tour
mode alternatives. In particular, for transit modes, the access and egress modes are both explicitly
identified, resulting in the following set of alternatives: drive-LRT-walk, walk-LRT-drive, walk-LRT-walk,
drive-BUS-walk, walk-BUS-drive, walk-BUS-walk, school bus, car-shared ride (possibly split between 2
and 3+ passengers), car-drive alone, bike and walk. The tour and trip level mode choice models are
estimated simultaneously to ensure the most significant and consistent values for key travel time and
cost coefficients.
Trip departure time. For intermediate stop locations, this model predicts either the departure time (for
stops on the 2nd half tour) or the arrival time (for stops on the 1st half tour). The use of travel time
variables in this model and the tour time-of-day choice model allows us to capture peak spreading effects
for car tours and trips.
PNR lot choice. Exploiting DaySim’s disaggregate microsimulation framework, this model simulates
parking lot choice for each park and ride auto trip throughout the day, accounting for the capacity of
available park and ride lots.

3.2.4 Exogenous / Auxiliary demand
DaySim will provide detailed predictions of the long-term and short-term travel choices of regional
residents, but this travel demand doesn’t fully represent all trips that use the regional transportation
networks. Commercial and truck traffic typically comprise a significant share of all roadway volumes. In
addition, non-residents enter the region through key external gateways to access jobs, shopping or other
opportunities, and similarly, residents may leave the region to satisfy other needs. In Jacksonville, a
portion of travel is also associated with visitors to the region. This “auxiliary demand” will be derived
from the existing model systems in Jacksonville and Burlington, with spatial and temporal detail added to
support integration with the detailed demand and supply simulation models.

Truck trips
The exiting model systems have been acquired by the project team, and will provide estimates of fourwheeled, single-unit, and combination truck-trailer commercial vehicle trips. This intra-regional
commercial and freight demand is segmented by vehicle types, including four-wheeled trucks, single-unit
trucks, and combination truck-trailers. Internal-external truck demand is segmented into light-duty and
heavy-duty vehicle types. These same vehicle types are used to characterize external-external truck
demand. Special focus will be given to truck trips associated with particular truck demand generators,
such as the regional marine and intermodal freight terminals. Truck demand will be disaggregated
spatially to the activity location-level using total employment as a size term, and will be disaggregated
temporally using truck traffic counts derived from state traffic count databases.

Special generator trips
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Airports. Airport demand will be derived from the existing regional model system. This demand will
spatially to the activity-location level using employment and households as size terms, and will be
disaggregated temporally using flight arrival and departure profiles.
Military Installations. There are two major military installations in the Jacksonville region: Naval Air
Station Jacksonville and Naval Station Mayport. Although these installations. Although these facilities
once accommodated significant on-base populations, at present there are only approximately 1,500
family housing units. However, over 35,000 military and civilian personnel work on-base. Because there
is only limited on-base population, these facilities will not be treated explicitly as special generators.
However, the project team will confirm that base employment is fully represented in the model system,
and activity patterns associated with the base as an origin or destination will be evaluated for
reasonableness. It should be noted that TRANSIMS networks include a “restricted” access concept that
limits the use of roadways in secured areas to trips that start or end in this area. This concept is useful in
restricting non-military vehicles from traveling through military bases.

External-internal / external-external trips
External-internal and external-external trips will be derived from the existing regional model system.
This demand will spatially to the activity-location level using employment and households as size terms,
and will be disaggregated temporally using directional traffic counts by detailed time of day.

Visitor trips
For the Jacksonville region, visitor trips will initially be derived from the existing regional trip generation
associated with hotel-motel units. However, this demand will be evaluated relative to regional
permanent and seasonal housing unit trip generation.

3.2.5 TRANSIMS
Components and Linkages
Figure 3-TRANSIMS is a suite of tools that are combined in a variety of ways to model a wide range of
analytical needs. The overall package includes a population synthesizer, activity generator, location and
mode choice tools, time-dependent path building and multi-modal network simulation. It also includes
numerous tools for data conversion and processing and analysis and graphical presentation of results.
TRANSIMS models person trips made by households and vehicle trips made by other entities between
link-based activity locations, using specified travel modes, on a second-by-second basis during the course
of a 24+ hour time period. The general modeling process centers on the concept of iterative feedback
between model components. Each feedback iteration adjusts the activity patterns, activity locations,
travel modes, travel schedules, and/or travel paths of a select number of individual travelers. Network
performance stabilization and traveler-based equilibrium convergence concepts are used to manage the
iterative process and establish stopping criteria.
For this study, the TRANSIMS demand-side tools are replaced by DaySim models. The TRANSIMS
network, path building and simulation tools will be used for supply-side modeling and performance
analysis. Linkages between DaySim and TRANSIMS and TRANSIMS and DaySim are included as part of
the overall model convergence process.
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The supply-side modeling process is focused on a dynamic traffic assignment using micro-simulated
vehicle movements and time-dependent network attributes (e.g., traffic signals, lane-use and parking
restrictions, parking and toll costs). The Router generates minimum impedance paths through the
network for individual travelers (travel plans) and the Microsimulator implements the plans and
calculates the system performance measures.
Since the Microsimulator is a true capacity constrained process, it is helpful if the travel plans input into
the Microsimulator are less than or equal to the capacity of each roadway. Over loading the network
causes cascading queues that can make the performance results totally unrealistic. It also takes
considerable computer processing time for the Router-Microsimulator process to recover from gridlock
conditions.
An effective way of initializing the network performance and creating a set of travel plans that the
Microsimulator can reasonably simulate is to apply a Router stabilization process prior to stabilizing the
simulated network performance and iterating to a user equilibrium solution. In other words, a typical
TRANSIMS assignment process involves three iterative phases: Router Stabilization, Microsimulator
Stabilization, and Dynamic User Equilibrium Convergence.
The first phase distributes the travel paths to roadways based on traditional volume-delay equation
performance calculations. Once the trips are distributed and the volume to capacity ratios are within
reasonable ranges (< 1.2), the second phase begins. This phase focuses on minimizing the impacts of
bottleneck locations and “excessive” congestion. It involves targeted re-routing of trips traveling through
congested areas, network refinements to improve operations (e.g., pocket lanes, lane connectivity, transit
schedules, etc.) and adjustments to signal timing plans based on intersection demand. Iterations
continue until most travelers are able to complete their trips in a reasonable amount of time. The third
phase focuses on minimizing the travel times or generalized costs of individual travelers by comparing
the path used in the simulation to the minimum impedance path based on the network performance from
the simulation.
The flow charts below show the primary software tools used in each of these three phases. This is
followed by a brief description of task performed by each tool. If a given phase fails to converge within a
reasonable number of iterations, adjustments or refinements to the travel demand will be considered. In
other words, feedback from the TRANSIMS assignment process to the DaySim demand models may be
needed at each phase to ensure a realistic balance between network supply and travel demand.
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Microsimulator
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Supply-Demand Feedback Process
Figure 5. Supply-Demand Feedback Process
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Router. The Router generates travel plans for household trips and tours that are connected by walk,
drive, ride, transit, park-&-ride, kiss-&-ride, and bicycle modes. It builds travel plans from specified
origins to specified destinations at specified times of day using a specified travel trip mode. Alternatively,
the Router can selectively build paths from specified origins, to specified destinations, and at specified
times of day, using specified modes. The Router can also be implemented using an incremental capacity
restrained assignment algorithm. The output is an updated plan file based on new skims.
PlanSum. PlanSum summarizes the link demands generated by the Router, and applies volume-delay
equations to estimate link travel times. The program produces link volumes, link delays, and turning
movements by time-of-day. In addition, it produces zone or district trip tables and skim files by mode and
time-of-day.
PlanCompare. This program compares two plan files and selects the plans that have significantly
different travel times or generalized costs. Then it generates convergence statistics and distribution
charts by time-of-day.
PlanPrep. The selected plans are input to PlanPrep, which manipulates plan files by sorting, selecting or
merging for future use by Microsimulator. PlanPrep generates distribution reports of path and travel
time changes.
LinkDelay. This program merges, averages, and/or converts link delay files and smoothes the link
delays between time increments.
Microsimulator. The Microsimulator simulates the movement of vehicles in the network on a secondby-second basis as they follow their travel plans defined by the Router. The outputs of the Microsimulator
are performance statistics, the ability to track individual travelers, and summaries of events.
PlanSelect. This program selects plans based on traveler ID, time-of-day, activity location, parking lot,
transit stop, transit route, V/C ratio, travel time ratio, coordinates, vehicle types, subarea polygon, and
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path node or link sequences to ultimately create a selection file that can be used as input to the Router in
subsequent iterations.
PlanTrips. PlanTrips generates a trip file from a plan file and uses the time constraints from the original
trip file and the trip duration from the plan files to update the trip start and end times in the new trip file
and optionally the new plan file. The program adjusts the plan start and end times for each leg of a given
traveler to remove overlapping travel legs and compress schedule gaps.
EventSum. EventSum summarizes the differences between scheduled and actual start times, arrival
times, and travel times and generates difference distribution reports and data file by time period. The
program generates travel time statistics for individual traveler trips and merges these data with the
results of a previous run to quantify and summarize the travel time impacts of a given alternative on
individual travelers. Travel times recorded in the plan file are then updated based on the actual travel
times generated by the Microsimulator. EventSum uses schedule constraints from a trip or activity file to
adjust the start times in the plan file to enable the trip to reach the destination on-time given simulated
travel times and generates a list of households with significant differences between scheduled and actual
travel time for re-routing.
ProblemSelect. This program creates a selection file that can be used as input to the Router.
ProblemSelect selects problems based on time-of-day, problem link, and/or problem type.
IntControl. Traffic signal data are initially synthesized by and subsequently refined using the IntControl
program. During the assignment process, the signal timing plans are periodically updated based on the
turning movement demands at the intersection.

Inputs and Outputs
Vehicle & demand data. There are four vehicle and demand data files that are required inputs to
TRANSIMS. Most of these inputs, including the household file, the vehicle file and the trip file, will be
produced by DaySim or based on DaySim inputs. The vehicle type file is not used by or produced by
DaySim.


Vehicle type file contains attributes of each vehicle type, such as length, speed, acceleration,
capacity, etc.



Household file contains household and person attribute information



Vehicle file contains the parking location and type of household vehicles



Trip file contains household trip and tour data including origin-destination locations; start and
end time and time constraints; travel mode and vehicle ID; and activity purpose and duration

The vehicle type file contains the size and performance characteristics of the auto, truck, and transit
vehicle types included in the modeling system. These types also need to be mapped to the vehicle types
defined within the MOVES emissions software. The household, vehicle and trip files are outputs from
DaySim.
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Network data. The detailed network information required to simulate time-dependent travel within
TRANSIMS is initially synthesized from regional networks from traditional travel demand forecasting
models or GIS centerline files. In this case, the Northeast Florida Regional Planning Model network file
(NERPM4) will be used for developing the TRANSIMS network. This file includes all streets in the
regional for multiple analysis years and future scenarios. The level of detail used by the regional TP+
model for the year 2005 will be one of the networks tested within TRANSIMS. Tests using the all-streets
network will also be made to evaluate the computational performance and the impacts on results. A third
network that is more detailed than the regional modeling network but less detailed than the all-streets
network will be developed and tested as well.
The NERPM4 database provides basic link and node data for the TRANSIMS network. Other TRANSIMS
files define the time-of-day operational details required for network simulation. These files are initially
synthesized by TRANSIMS data conversion tools and refined as needed during the network testing
process. FDOT’s statewide signal location database will be used to refine the intersection controls the
synthetic process identifies using signal and sign warrants. The TRANSIMS network tools generate the
following files:


Node file: the coordinate location of network nodes (i.e., intersections)



Link file: the two-way attributes of network links (i.e., roadways, walkways, and transit facilities)



Shape file: the coordinate points that define the link shape between the nodes



Pocket file: the location and length of turn and merge lanes on the left or right side of a link



Lane Use file: restrictions, tolls, and metering rates on lanes by time-of-day and/or vehicle type.



Connection file: connections between lanes exiting one link and entering the next link



Turn file: restrictions on link connections by time-of-day and/or vehicle type



Parking file: parking lot locations and costs by time-of-day and/or vehicle type



Location file: locations where trips start and/or end with user-defined attributes and zone
equivalencies



Access file: additional access links between activity locations, parking lots, transit stops, and
nodes



Sign file: the location of stop and yield signs



Signal file: nodes coordinated by a traffic signal controller with timing and phasing plans by
time-of-day



Timing Plan file: the offsets and timings allocated to each phase within a traffic signal



Phasing Plan file: the link connections, detectors, and protections associated with a traffic signal
phase



Detector file: the location, length, and lanes monitored by a traffic signal detector



Zone file: the centroid and attributes associated with traditional traffic analysis zones

Assignment data. The Router builds individual travel paths (plans) given DaySim activities (origin,
destination, mode, start and end times, traveler value of time, etc…) using VDF-derived or
Microsimulator-based link travel times.


Plan file: the assigned travel path for each household trip includes overall trip attributes
(start/end times, times by mode, distance, cost, and impedance) and individual path leg
attributes.
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Selection data. A number of TRANSIMS tools generate lists of households trips for updating or rerouting as part of the iterative analysis process. For example, PlanSelect reads the plan file created by the
Router to identify which plans need to be re-routed because the path uses links with high volumecapacity ratios or travels through areas or locations where network improvements have been
implemented, or are just randomly selected. ProblemSelect reads the Router or Microsimulator problem
files to select travelers that experience various types of problems during path building or during the
simulation. EventSum can select travelers to re-route based on the variance between actual and
scheduled trip times.


Selection file: selected households, persons, tours, and trips for subsequent processing

Output data. The TRANSIMS Microsimulator generates a variety of output files for user-specified
subareas, time periods, or levels of detail. Multiple summary groups of each of the following file types
can be requested during a given application. For example, it is often desirable to generate 15-minute
snapshot files for the whole region to visualize the overall level of travel congestion throughout the
course of the day while at the same time requesting second-by-second snapshots of individual vehicle
movements during the peak period for a small area to assist with evaluating a specific bottleneck
location.


Performance file: time-dependent link travel times, delays, queues, densities, and speeds.



Snapshot file: time-specific snapshots of vehicle locations and speeds on the network



Event file: records the actual and scheduled start and end time of trips in the Microsimulator



Speed Bin file: a distribution of second-by-second speeds on link segments by time-of-day and
vehicle type (typically used for energy and emissions modeling)



Problem file: a list of trips experiencing problems that may result in incomplete travel plans

Application Process
The application process follows a process demonstrated in Figure 6. The numbers assigned to each step
in the process are used as reference in the descriptions.
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Figure 6. Integrated Model Application Process
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Non-Household-Related Trips. Non-Household-Related (or Auxiliary) vehicle trip tables (1) from the
Jacksonville regional model are exported from Cube in I-J trip format. The trips are typically exported in
origin-destination orientation to improve the distribution of trips to times of day. This means that a
production-attraction and attraction-production table is created for each production-attraction table
included in the Cube model.
ConvertTrips (2) distributes the zone-to-zone trip tables to activity-to-activity location trips by second of
the day. One or more diurnal distribution curves for each trip table are used to assign the trips to a
specific time-of-day, as described in section 3.2.4. Detailed subzonal data will be used to assign relative
weights or size terms to each activity location within the zone. These weights are used to select the
activity location within the origin and destination zones for a given trip table. A vehicle of the
appropriate type is also created for each trip.
The result (3) is a trip file defining the origin-destination-time and vehicle ID for each trip. Household
and vehicle files are also created for consistency with TRANSIMS household models.
Household-Related Trips / Tours. The DaySim (5) process converts a synthetic population (4) of
household and person attributes into linked trips or tours (6) for network assignment within TRANSIMS.
The output of this process is a trip file that contains the activity locations of the trip origins and
destinations and the time-of-day the trip is scheduled to start. The trips are assigned to household
persons and are organized into tours with activity durations at the end of each trip within the tour.
TRANSIMS household and vehicle files are also generated by this process.
DaySim produces information on trip generation, location choice, and mode choice from an integrated set
of component models. An essential input to components such as the location and mode choice models is
information about travel times and costs between activity locations by time-of-day and travel mode. A
“seed” set of network impedance measures is used to initialize the model system, while in subsequent
system iterations, the TRANSIMS process loads the trips and estimates the travel times on network links
by time-of-day, and the Router (8) can be used to calculate) calculates the travel characteristics (9).
The weighted network performance (23) provides the link travel times by time-of-day the Router (8)
uses to build paths between specified locations at specified times of day using specified modes (7). The
path attributes (9) can be returned as the attributes of each path or as path skims averaged over multiple
locations (e.g., within a zone) and/or time periods. For this study, the goal is to build one-to-many paths
on the fly and pass back the path attributes of each path for use by the DaySim location choice process
(see section on enhancements for more detail).
Build Paths for All Trips. The non-household (3) and household (6) trip files are processed by the
Router (10) to build a minimum impedance, time-dependent path between each origin and destination
activity location starting at a specific time-of-day (second). Initially the paths are built using free-flow
travel times or estimated travel times based on volume-delay equations. Once the trips are loaded, the
network simulated travel times are used to build paths.
Initially, several Router iterations may be used to improve the distribution of paths based on volumedelay functions. After reasonable volume to capacity ratios are achieved, the plans are sent to the
Microsimulator for more detailed analysis. This begins the dynamic user equilibrium process.
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Dynamic User Equilibrium. The concept of dynamic user equilibrium (DUE) is approximated within
TRANSIMS by comparing the travel plans of each individual traveler between iterations of the Router and
Microsimulator. The objective is to minimize the difference between the generalized travel cost on used
paths and the cost of the minimum impedance path based on the latest simulated travel times. This
comparison is made within the PlanCompare (14) program. This program reports a variety of gap
statistics that can be used to define the DUE convergence criteria (15) that terminates (16) the process.
The statistics that are most frequently used are the total difference or the average absolute difference
between the travel times or generalized costs of the two plans for each traveler. The range of the 85 th
percentile differences are also useful in assessing convergence. At this point, the results may be fed back
to the DaySim (5) activity model for additional model convergence analysis.
Re-Skim Paths for All Trips. The cost of the minimum impedance path (11) is based on re-routing (10)
all of the trips using the Microsimulator network performance results (21). The generalized cost of the
current path (12) is calculated by re-skimming all of the travel paths (19) that were input to the
Microsimulator (20) using the weighted average network performance data (23). Since only a portion of
the plans (17) are updated during each iteration, the re-skimming process (12) ensures that the
comparison of differences (14) is based on the latest network performance data (23) rather than the
network performance at the time the path was originally built.
Plan Selection and Processing. In traditional equilibrium procedures, a fraction of the trips between
each origin and destination zone are assigned to the path built during each iteration to create the
distribution of trips that result in equal travel times for each origin-destination pair. This approach
cannot be used in a simulation model were the interaction of individual vehicles are modeled. In other
words, only whole vehicles can be simulated and each traveler has only one path on a given day. This
means that each traveler needs to discover during the course of the iterative process the path that
minimizes their generalized cost given the independent decisions of all of the travelers.
The way this is implemented within TRANSIMS is to fix the path decisions of the most travelers and allow
a small percentage of travelers to re-evaluate their path decision based on this fixed environment. The
process of selecting the fraction of the travelers that are allowed to change their path during each
iteration is implemented by the PlanCompare (14) program. As mentioned before, this program
compares the best path (11) for each traveler based on the latest travel times (21) to the re-skimmed
performance of the current path (13). The absolute difference in the path times and costs and the
magnitude of the differences in the physical path (i.e., the number of different links or routes) are used to
identify the travelers that qualify for selection. A capped percentage of the qualified travelers are
randomly selected for update during the current iteration. The random selection process uses the
relative gap between the two travel plans to weight the selection process toward those travelers with the
greatest differences.
The best path (11) for the selected travelers (17) replaces the current path (13) for that traveler in the
full plan file (19) executed by the Microsimulator. The PlanPrep (18) program merges the plans and then
sorts the plans by time-of-day for input to the Microsimulator.
Micro-simulation and Weighting Travel Times. The Microsimulator (20) simulates every trip by timeof-day over a 24+ hour period. Vehicle and person trips are propagated through the network on a
second-by-second basis. Vehicles interact with each other and traffic controls and make lane changing
decisions as they follow their path through the network. Transit passengers are queued at bus stops
waiting for a bus on a specific bus route to arrive at the stop. The transit vehicles are capacity
constrained and fully interact with other vehicles on the street.
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The Microsimulator (20) can generate a wide variety of outputs, but the key output for the convergence
process is the network performance file (21). This file summarizes link travel times and turning
movement delays at 15-minute increments. It also includes the traffic volume, vehicle miles and hours of
travel, hours of delay, queue lengths, cycle failures and other performance statistics. The “raw” travel
times (21) from the Microsimulator are fed back to the Router (10) to build the next set of best travel
paths (11). The “raw” data (21) are also merged with the results of previous Microsimulator runs (24) to
create weighted travel times (23) for the re-skimming process (12).
The weighting calculations performed by the LinkDelay (22) program are designed to dampen the large
fluctuations in travel times that can be generated by an unstable simulation. The process combines
weighted averaging and diurnal smoothing to estimate reasonably stable performance estimates given
multiple simulation results. The process starts by performing a three-point moving average on the 15minute travel times assigned to each link in the “raw” data file. This creates a smoother diurnal
distribution of travel times for each link. These results are then merged with the previous performance
weights (24) to create the current performance estimates (23).
The weighting factor used for a given iteration is typically a function of the number of iterations and the
relative convergence gap. During early iterations the weighting factor is basically the iteration number
(i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.). This means that the previous performance file is multiplied by the iteration number
and averaged with the current iteration results. After about 20 iterations the weighting factor is held
constant until the convergence criteria begins to stabilize. At this point the weighting factor gradually
decreases. If at convergence the weighting factor is 1, the “raw” network performance data will be
virtually equal to the weighted performance data. The stability of the network performance is an
additional convergence criterion for the simulation process.

3.2.6 MOVES
Components and Linkages
MOVES is a single application program that operates on a MySQL database. The user interface includes
data importer tools for populating tables in the database. These tables can also be edited manually or
through SQL scripts. The TRANSIMS Emissions program provides mechanisms for creating the data files
used by the MOVES data importers and/or processing the output database tables.

Inputs and Outputs
The MOVES software can be executed with or without a variety of input data. The primary input is total
annual vehicle miles of travel by HPMS vehicle types. This data is distributed to the detailed information
used for MOVES emissions and energy calculations using a series of fraction tables. The default fraction
tables included in the MOVES MySQL database are typically refined using local information. Fraction
tables distribute the VMT to MOVES source types, months of the years, days of the week, and hours of the
day, facility types, speed bins, and operating mode distributions. County-based data may also be refined
to include additional temperature and humidity data, vehicle population by age and fuel type, and vehicle
inspection programs.
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The TRANSIMS Emissions program manipulates the simulated data to generate input tables recognized
by the MOVES data importers. These data include the VMT totals by HPMS vehicle types, the facility type
and ramp fractions, source type by road type distributions, and the average speed distribution (source
type by road type by day type by hour of the day by speed bin). In addition, data from permanent traffic
recording stations are typically used to adjust the distribution of annual VMT by month of the year and
weekend vs. weekday.
A key input to the MOVES software that is not included in TRANSIMS is the vehicle fleet population and
age distribution. These data will need to be estimated from vehicle registration data and other sources.
Fuel supply by year and month, meteorology, and inspection-maintenance programs may also be
updated. These data are typically available from prior analysis efforts based on the EPA’s MOBILE
software. Data previously generated for State Implementation Plans and Air Quality Conformity Analysis
will be used for this study.
If MOVES is executed with the emissions rate lookup table option, the emissions rates need to be
exported from the MySQL database and applied to the transportation model results. In this case, the
TRANSIMS Emissions program reads the MOVES lookup table and applies the emissions rates to the linkspecific performance data generated by the TRANSIMS Microsimulator (i.e., Speed Bin files). The
emissions inventory can then be aggregated and summarized by TRANSIMS facility type, area type,
district, screenline and time of day.

3.3 Enhancements
3.3.1 Integrated Network Times and Costs
The most challenging aspect of integration between DaySim and TRANSIMS is integrating network times
and costs between the two systems. This will be done in one or both of the following ways:


Read skim matrices from the Router for more time periods at the beginning of each DaySim run
(e.g. for 30 minute periods or 1 hour periods during the peaks, with longer periods outside the
peaks),



Call a TRANSIMS path building procedure from within DaySim that retrieves times and costs for
specified locations as needed. Instead of producing full trip matrices, the Router will provide
highway performance information “on the fly” when requested by DaySim for trips between
specific activity locations beginning in specific periods (e.g. the SOV travel times for a trip that
begins at activity location X at minute Y, to each of 50 alternative destination activity locations).

A preliminary implementation of the first method has already been implemented. DaySim has been
enhanced to read and use skims for 22 time periods, and TRANSIMS modules have been implemented to
produce those skims prior to each DaySim run. However, this causes DaySim to bump up against
memory limitations; planned DaySim software enhancements should ease this problem. These include
compilation with a 64-bit compiler and implementation of pointers and dynamic arrays within DaySim.
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Nevertheless, the second approach may be key to unlocking the advantage of an integrated DTA and
activity-based demand model system. Successful implementation could enable DaySim to take full
advantage of the much finer temporal and spatial detail available from TRANSIMS. However, this
approach has not yet been implemented and there are technical issues to surmount to achieve a solution
that runs quickly and uses an acceptably small amount of memory and disk storage. Further discussion
of these issues can be found in section 3.4.3

3.3.2 Pricing and Reliability
There are three SHRP 2 projects that can add value to the C10 work in this project: the SHRP 2 C04
project “Improving Our Understanding of How Highway Congestion and Pricing Affect Travel Demand”,
the SHRP 2 L03 project Analytic Procedures for Determining the Impacts of Reliability Mitigation
Strategies” and the SHRP 2 L04 project “Incorporating Reliability Performance Measures in Operations
and Planning Modeling Tools”. The SHRP 2 C04 project is being carried out by PB Americas, Mark
Bradley Research & Consulting, Northwestern Univ. (Hani Mahmassani), and Resource Systems Group.
That same group of consultants, along with others, is also involved in the SHRP 2 L04 project, aimed at
incorporating travel time reliability into operational travel forecasting methods. The SHRP 2 L03 project
is being conducted by Cambridge Systematics, who is also responsible for the SHRP 2 C10B project.
The main approach used in the C04 project is to develop state-of-the-art discrete choice model
specifications for toll (cost) and congestion (mean travel time and travel time variability), and test them
out on a number of high-quality revealed preference (RP) and stated preference (SP) data sets.
The modeling focus has been mainly on three types of choice models: the choice of path type (tolled vs.
non-tolled), the choice of time-of-day (between one-hour or half-hour periods), and the choice of mode
(with drive alone, carpool, walk to transit and drive to transit as the main alternatives). For the RP data,
both trip-based and tour-based models are being estimated. In terms of variables, the main focus has
been in three areas:


specification of the value of time savings (VOT),



specification of departure time shifts in response to time-of-day pricing and varying congestion
levels, and



specification of the value of travel time variability, or reliability (VOR).

Each of these three areas is discussed below in the context of the C10A DaySim/TRANSIMS
implementation.

Values of time savings
In the person-by-person and trip-by-trip microsimulation framework of DaySim and TRANSIMS, a
specific value of time (VOT) ratio can be assigned to each person and trip that is simulated, and that ratio
can be used in virtually all of the models, including tour generation, destination, time-of-day, and mode in
DaySim, and in path choice in TRANSIMS. This approach can be used to represent the full distribution of
VOT across a traveling population, including both observed (systematic) and non-observed (random)
influences.
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In the C04 project, the main approach has been to test various non-linear specifications, where the
coefficient for cost is modified by income level, vehicle occupancy and distance, while the coefficient for
time includes an extra random component (typically log-normal in shape) for which only the variance is
estimated. Such a functional form can easily be incorporated directly in the C10A models, with the
systematic components of VOT used to constrain specific coefficient ratios during DaySim model
estimation/calibration, and the additional error component used during DaySim model application to
specify a full distribution for each person type/trip purpose combination, from which person-tripspecific values are drawn during the simulation. In this way, a specific VOT is also a characteristic of each
simulated trip output by DaySim, and this additional information can be used in TRANSIMS in simulating
route choice in response to pricing.

Time-of-day shifts
DaySim includes a full set of tour-level and trip-level activity scheduling models that predict all trip
departure and arrival times within 30 minute intervals. These models are based on RP data from
Sacramento (and Seattle, in the near future). The DaySim models use the hybrid discrete choice-duration
specification developed by Vovsha and Bradley (2004), where the choice of period is influenced by the
disutility of travel in each period (generalized cost including travel time and price), and the chosen time
can also be shifted earlier or later according to specific household, person and tour/trip characteristics,
and also according to very high peak congestion levels, which cause trips to shift towards the shoulders
of the peak periods (in different ways for the AM and PM peak periods).
In general terms, there is an inherent difficulty in using cross-sectional data to model time-of-day
response to pricing and congestion levels. For congestion, the cross-sectional effect that one wishes to
capture is that, all else equal, O-D pairs with very high peak period time delays due to congestion should
have a smaller percentage of trips traveling within the peak periods compared to O-D pairs with shorter
peak period delays. Another cross-sectional effect, however, is the supply effect which has an opposite
direction of causality—with fixed road capacity, the greater the number of trips traveling within the peak
periods, the longer the delays due to congestion in those periods. For modeling the cross-sectional
effects of tolling on time-of-day, there is often a similar issue of demand and supply effects, because toll
levels tend to be set highest during the periods with the highest demand. This is especially true for
dynamic pricing, where the prices are adjusted continually in response to demand levels.
Complicating the above issues for revealed preference (RP) models is the fact that we typically have no
data regarding respondents’ most desired departure and arrival times. In reality, there may be an
unobserved latent demand to travel at times other than those that are actually observed. In practice, the
main approach for dealing with the drawbacks of RP modeling of departure time discussed above has
been to rely on stated preference (SP) methods. SP data approximates longitudinal, “before and after”
data, in that data on an actual recent trip represents the “before” situation, and then each SP scenario
represents a different future “after” situation.
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There are two main ways of specifying a departure time choice model based on SP experiments. One way
is to emulate a typical cross-sectional model estimated from RP data. Here, each discrete time-of-day
alternative (e.g. 7:00-7:59 AM, 8:00-8:59 AM, etc.) has its own associated level of toll/price and travel
time, as well as an alternative-specific constant term to reflect the relative demand for the period, all else
being equal. Models such as this can be estimated from the C04 SP data sets and used directly to inform
the DaySim model estimation/calibration for C10A, particularly in regard to the relative values of the
travel time and cost coefficients and the differences between the period-specific constants. A second
form of departure time choice model based on SP data uses a more dynamic, longitudinal specification.
Here, instead of (or in addition to) using constant terms to reflect the relative attractiveness of each TOD
alternative, one uses the amount and direction of shift required relative to the actual trip departure time
in order to choose that alternative. For example, if a person’s actual departure time was 8:45 AM, then in
order to choose the 7:00-7:59 AM alternative, the required shift would be 46 minutes earlier, and in
order to choose to the 9:00-9:59 AM alternative the required shift would be 15 minutes later.
For DaySim, the most appropriate way of using the SP time-shifting results is to run model sensitivity
tests in response to specific pricing scenarios that are analogous to what was presented in the SP
scenarios, and then to calibrate the demand models so that the sensitivity of the response to time-of-day
pricing and/or congestion changes is compatible with the SP evidence.
A possible integrated model enhancement involves integrating time-of-day models can also be into the
network routing and simulation process. TRANSIMS currently adjusts trip start or end times based on
scheduling constraints at the origin or destination and the travel time calculated by the Router or
Microsimulator. The software is also designed to select a trip time based on the differences in travel time
by time of day and the variance from the scheduled activity time. In other words, if a traveler has a
desired arrival time at work, the traveler has a utility associated with the difference between the actual
arrive time at work and the desired arrive time. This utility is different for trips that arrive late from trips
that arrive early. The schedule variance utility can be combined with the utility of the trip at different
times of day to identify a joint utility that the traveler may choose from. For example, the traveler may
decide to leave 15 minutes earlier to avoid a congested bottleneck and end up arriving at work 20
minutes early rather than 5 minutes late. These types of models can be helpful in fine tuning the peak
spreading behavior within a given hour or half hour defined by DaySim.

Travel time variability
Estimating the effects of travel time variability on travel demand and incorporating those findings into
operational forecasting models is largely unexplored. The behavioral concept behind the attempt to
include travel time variability into demand models is that unpredictable congestion delays are worse
than predictable ones. Although route-based measures of travel time variability such as the standard
deviation of travel time, the 80th percentile time, the 90th percentile time, etc. tend to be highly
correlated with the mean, or expected, travel time, there are clearly cases in reality when they are not
perfectly correlated.
From a modeling perspective, the two main goals are:


to simultaneously estimate the effects of mean travel time and travel time variability on demand
(addressed in C04), and



to devise methods for applying such demand models in a practical forecasting framework
(addressed in L04).
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Data issues are among the primary challenges. First, observed data on day-to-day variation in travel time
for a specific O-D pair, along a specific route, at a specific time-of-day are very difficult to come by, but
that is the type of supply data that is necessary for demand modeling. Generally, the only repeated, dayto-day speed or travel time measurements that are available are from loop-detectors on major freeway
links. However, the speed data from such devices are prone to measurement error, and these
measurements are link-based, while the measures required for modeling are O-D based. Unlike mean
travel time, variability measures such as standard deviation are not additive across links in a path.
Typically, the longer an O-D path, the higher the chance that variability on some links along the path will
tend to compensate for each other. For example, the more constricted a specific bottleneck is, the higher
the upstream travel time variability will tend to be, and the lower the downstream variability.
Although SP experiments to capture reliability have been performed in San Francisco and Seattle, the
overall recommendation from C04 is not to use SP-based estimates for the value of reliability (VOR)
directly in C10, for two reasons. First, it can be difficult to translate measures such as those presented to
respondents into those most easily derived from observed or simulated data. More importantly, there is
no standard SP methodology for asking about travel time variability, and the results that do exist do not
show a great deal of consistency.
In terms of RP approaches to modeling travel time variability, three approaches are being investigated in
the C04 and L04 projects:


Synthesizing travel time variability equations from observed travel times



Simulating travel time variability using static equilibrium assignment methods



Simulating travel time variability using dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) methods

Directly synthesizing variability equations from observed travel times. As discussed above, it may
be very difficult to base O-D-level measures of travel time variability on observed data because, at
present, such data is generally not available. However, the C04 study analyzed GPS traces from the
Seattle “Traffic Choices” data, which contains precisely this type of data, albeit for only 500 “probe”
vehicles in the Seattle region. This data set allows an initial investigation of methods for synthesizing
travel time variability measures, and has the added advantage that the tolling aspect of the experiment
allows analysis of the effects of time-of-day pricing in addition to congestion and reliability.
Even with ideal observation data, the synthesis approach needs to meet certain requirements in order to
be a useful addition for forecasting. First, the synthesis regression equation must contain other variables
as well; otherwise the forecasts do not gain any “information” from what would be obtained by simply
using mean travel time alone. Second, any included variables must be variables that are part of the
forecasting process. For travel time variability, such regression variables could include the following:


O-D route distance



Fraction of the route distance on freeway links



Number of bridges or other key bottleneck links along the route



Minimum speed ratio (observed speed/free flow speed) for any link along the route



Fraction of the route distance on links below a certain speed ratio (observed/free flow speed)
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Some of these variables would be relatively simple to apply in forecasting while others would require
additional “skims” to be generated in application, resulting in increased runtimes whether using static or
dynamic traffic assignment. The current DaySim application in Sacramento uses such an additional skim
matrix (excess time on links above 1.2 times the free flow time). It should be noted that this particular
DaySim variable is used only in the time-of-day scheduling models, and it is possible that it serves mainly
as a proxy for variability/reliability effects.
In the C04 project to date, initial models have been estimated using this approach to estimate joint route
type/time-of-day models on the Traffic Choices data, and significant, negative coefficients have been
simultaneously estimated for both mean travel time and standard deviation of travel time for the work
purpose. The estimated ratio of coefficients for VOR (standard deviation of travel time) to VOT (mean
travel time) is about 0.8, which interestingly is a recommended value widely used in Europe and based
on SP research.
Simulating travel time variability with static equilibrium assignment methods. This approach,
which has been implemented in the New York Metropolitan area, involves the simulation of travel time
variability based on observed traffic counts and multiple demand simulations and static network
assignments. The models estimated from that data have been able to obtain significant negative
coefficients in route type choice models (toll versus non-toll) for both mean travel time and standard
deviation of travel time simultaneously.
Provided that one can simulate variability in demand which mirrors the variability in demand observed
in the traffic count data, this approach has the advantage that one can implement it easily in application.
The DaySim microsimulation approach is supports this approach because it can be run a number of
different times, and the random simulation error will produce different forecasts each time. However,
random simulation error alone may not be enough to match the variability in demand observed in actual
count data. If not, further “perturbations” in demand can be added to the DaySim simulation, for instance
by adding a scenario-specific random variation onto the key constant parameters in the day pattern/ tour
generation models, in order to generate somewhat more or less of certain types of travel during certain
runs. However, a distinct drawback of this approach is the reliance on static assignment methods to
generate the travel time distribution, which is inconsistent with C10’s emphasis on DTA and
microsimulation methods. In addition, static assignment tends to overestimate both speeds and
throughput (volume) for links with very high congestion levels, so will be less likely to be able to match
observed count data.
Simulating travel time variability with dynamic traffic assignment methods. The third method being
developed in both C04 and L04 follows the same basic philosophy as the method above, but attempts to
simulate link flows that match the observed variation in counts using dynamic traffic assignment rather
than static methods. The L04 project is also focused on how to simulate the variations in O-D demand by
time-of-day that need to go into the network simulation process, which will be an important
consideration for C10.
Regarding the simulation approach in general, it is likely that the computer run-times for integrating
DaySim and TRANSIMS for just a single demand scenario will be quite long, so further requiring that
multiple demand scenarios be simulated during each full model iteration in order to simulate measures
of travel time variability is not likely to be computationally practical in the short-term. As a result, we
recommend using the synthesis approach, the first approach described, to estimating travel time
variability.
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Survey data availability
In order to support the estimation of models associated with the proposed pricing enhancements, as well
as to support the recalibration of the DaySim travel demand models for use in the Jacksonville region, it is
necessary to have surveys of travelers stated and revealed preferences. For that purpose, we have done
preliminary investigation into three data sets, as summarized in Error! Reference source not found..
Table 1. Jacksonville Travel Surveys
Data set

2000 Northeast Florida

2008 National Household

2007 Jacksonville Region

Household Survey

Travel Survey (NHTS)

Stated Preference Survey

Florida Add-on

(Tolling)

Client

FDOT / local MPO

FDOT / FHWA

FDOT /Turnpike Auth.

Year

2000

2008

2007

Survey type

1-day travel diary

1-day travel diary

SP based on real trip

Sample size

4,000 households,

1,000 households (?),

1,500 respondents

30,000 trips

7,500 trips (?)

13,200 SP choices

Missing some data items

Has all necessary data

Only local data with

needed to estimate

items, but sample size is

response to tolls. Has given

DaySim models. Good for

limited. Can combine with

reasonable results in past

calibration purposes

other Florida MPOs (?)

FDOT applications.

Key characteristics

2000 Northeast Florida Household Survey. This is the largest local data set, with a one day travel
diary for all members of nearly 4,000 households in the region. Ideally, a data set of this size would be
large enough to completely re-estimate all of the model coefficients in DaySim to match local behavior.
Investigation of the survey data, however, has shown the following:


Household variables: All necessary household variables, such as household size, car ownership,
and income, are included.



Person variables: Data on age group and employment status seem adequate, but important data
items were not included: usual work location, usual school location, and student status.



Trip variables: The trip file does not have geocoding any finer than the TAZ level, although it is
possible that XY coordinates could be obtained by requesting that data from FDOT. Also, only
290 (1%) of trips are by transit (bus), with no park and ride trips. This may be typical of actual
mode shares in the region, but will not support detailed mode choice modeling. There are no
explicit variables about household members traveling together, though that could be imputed by
matching the diary data. Finally, there are only 9 purpose codes, with no separation of shopping
from errands/personal business, and no separate category for pick up/drop off passengers.

From this investigation, it appears that the data is not sufficient to estimate all of the models in the
DaySim structure. Also, the data is 10 years old, and may not reflect current behavior. On balance, it
appears that this data set could be quite useful in providing information for calibrating the model outputs
(mode shares, trip distance distributions, time-of-day distributions, trip and tour generation rates), but
not for estimating a detailed activity-based model system.
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2008 National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) Florida Add-on. FDOT contracted for a 14,000
household add-on to the most recent NHTS. At present, the example sample size for the Jacksonville
region is not known, but based on population, it is likely to be around 1,000 households. (The Miami/Ft.
Lauderdale CMSA has nearly 3,000 households, and the Tampa Bay region has roughly 1,500.)
After initial investigation of the public use database from the NHTS website, the survey appears to be a
state-of-the-practice place-based travel and activity diary survey, including all of the important variables
that were present in the Sacramento and Seattle survey data on which DaySim has been developed. Thus,
in theory, the NHTS data would be sufficient to completely re-estimate the coefficients in the DaySim
component models. In practice, however, 1,000 households is too small a sample to perform a full reestimation. A sample size of 2,500 or more households would be needed. So, an option is to use the NHTS
data for Jacksonville houses mainly in calibration mode, as described above for the local 2000 survey.
An alternative option would be to combine the Jacksonville NHTS data with NHTS data from one or more
other regions in Florida. Members of our team have previously been in discussions with FDOT about
estimating similar models for the Tampa Bay region, and combining data and resources across the two
projects for model estimation could provide better models than would be possible for either project
separately.
Note that the public use NHTS data set does not contain location data finer than the level of State (or
sometimes CMSA). The fully geocoded Florida add-on sample is only available from FDOT upon request.
We have made that request to FDOT, who will provide the data when it becomes available.
2007 Jacksonville Region Stated Preference Survey (Tolling). Resource Systems group, along with
Wilbur Smith Associates, recently performed an SP study of tolling in a number of regions in Florida, one
of them being Jacksonville. The data set includes roughly 1,500 respondents, with 9 SP scenarios per
respondent, for a total of over 13,000 responses. Figure 7 indicates the SP options shown to respondents,
with four auto alternatives and one transit alternative. This data allows for a joint route type (toll/nontoll) / departure time / mode choice model. Note that there is currently no significant tolling in the
Jacksonville region and very little transit use, so it would not be possible to estimate such a model from
RP data.
Figure 7. Jacksonville SP Survey Options

Cbc2

If the following options were available to you for making your <distance> trip, which would
you choose?
Information in <red/blue> has changed.

Current Route

Toll route at
the same
time of day

Toll route at a
different
time of day

Public Transit

Travel time: xx min

Travel time: xx min

Travel time: xx min

Travel time: xx min

Travel time: xx min

Toll: $x

Toll: $x

Toll: $x

Fare: $x

Toll: Free

Time shift +/-

Arrives every: xx

Occupancy: xx

min

people

Carpool Lane

Transfers: xx

Free Carpool Lane only available for certain scenarios
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The main use of the SP data in application has been to estimate value of time (VOT) in the form of
willingness to pay tolls to save travel time. The figure below shows an example of the type of results
derived, with VOT a function of both income and distance. Other model specifications could also be used
with this data, including adding another random error component on willingness to pay so that VOT
would have a wider distribution across the population.
For the C10A project, we expect that neither of the RP data sets described above will support accurate
VOT estimation, given the scarcity of tolling and transit usage in the region. Therefore, the local SP
evidence will be valuable in estimating VOT distribution to use in DaySim, as well as perhaps other
results such as the willingness to shift departure times in response to time-of-day pricing profiles. As
described in the following section, it is also likely that the Jacksonville SP data will be analyzed as part of
the SHRP2 C04 project, so that the results can be corroborated with evidence from other SP and RP data
sets.

3.3.3 Operations
At present, no specific enhancements to either DaySim or TRANSIMS are being considered as part of the
initial project development. However, new TRANSIMS tools, such as a DTA assignment package, could
potentially increase model sensitivities while reducing model runtimes. These and other potential
enhancements will be evaluated and incorporated into the integrated model system where appropriate.
As part of other projects, TRANSIMS is currently being significantly enhanced to improve the user
interface and application flexibility. This includes important improvements in the way traffic signals are
defined and major changes to the way plan files are organized, stored, and simulated. The overall
objective of many of these improvements is to make TRANSIMS networks and demand data easier to edit
and maintain while at the same time expanding functionality and capabilities. The scalability and
performance improvements to the Microsimulator are also being implemented.

3.4 Model Flow
3.4.1 PopGen – DaySim integration
The DaySim population synthesizer is an integral part of the DaySim software. It generates household
and person records with the contents and format required by DaySim. DaySim is configured so that it
generates the synthetic population and uses it directly in a single DaySim run, or saves it and reads it
from disk in a subsequent run.
A simple interface of PopGen with DaySim is anticipated. PopGen would be configured to output a
synthetic population to a disk file in the format now used by DaySim for reading the synthetic population
from disk. A more sophisticated interface would entail enhancing DaySim to automatically invoke
PopGen to produce a synthetic population as part of a DaySim run, similar to how the native DaySim
population synthesizer is invoked.
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3.4.2 DaySim – TRANSIMS integration
As shown in Figure 6, DaySim provides trip and vehicle information to the TRANSIMS Router to perform
network assignment. In its original implementation, DaySim produced person-trip records with trip-end
locations defined as parcels and trip start and end times defined as specific minutes of the day. In a prior
project, DaySim was adjusted to translate those records into vehicle-trip records, associate the parcel
locations with the activity locations used by TRANSIMS and output the records in the format required by
the Router. DaySim does not simulate vehicle type choice or allocate specific vehicles to person trips.
Therefore, a simple procedure is used to treat every vehicle trip as an independent vehicle.
An important design issue that has not yet been resolved deals with how the Router uses the trip start
time, trip end time and activity duration supplied by DaySim for each trip-activity pair. In assigning these
times, DaySim uses a model to predict the arrival time and departure time at the main destination of each
tour. It treats arrival time as activity start time and departure time as activity end time, so that activity
duration is implicitly modeled as well. For intermediate stops, DaySim simulates either the departure
time or the arrival time of each trip. This, together with the modeled arrival or departure time of an
adjacent trip, and an assumed travel time supplied by TRANSIMS, determines the activity duration of
intermediate stops. In most cases, the travel time experienced by the Router when routing a trip differs
somewhat from the travel time assumed by DaySim when it generated the trip. We need to determine
how TRANSIMS should accommodate this discrepancy. It is possible to adjust the trip start time, trip end
time and/or activity duration time in a variety of ways. A method needs to be selected that allows the
trips to be routed without biasing the DaySim predictions.

3.4.3 TRANSIMS – DaySim integration
DaySim’s core components use a variety of impedance measures to influence traveler’s choices about
daily activity patterns, destination choices, mode choices, and time of day choices. The impedance
measures are derived from network performance indicators by time-of-day and mode produced by
TRANSIMS. In some instances, impedance measures such as travel times and travel costs are used
directly in the models. In other cases, the network impedance measures are used to calculate additional
impedance or accessibility measures such as mode choice logsums or aggregate mode-destination
logsums.
The original implementation of DaySim used impedance measures at a travel analysis zone level for four
(4) broad time periods. For the C10A project, the goal is to use impedance and accessibility measures at
an activity location-level for up to 48 half-hour time periods. This expanded spatial and temporal detail
necessitates new means to develop spatial and time period specific measures because, from a model
system runtime perspective, it will not be reasonable to develop activity-location levels skims (there are
expected to be approximately 10-15 times as many activity locations as TAZs, resulting in skim matrices
with 100-200 times as many cells) for 48 time periods “a priori” of each DaySim iteration. In addition,
from a hardware perspective, it will not be possible to hold all of this spatial and temporal detail in
memory. The keys to realizing the proposed spatial and temporal detail will likely lie in:


Implementing efficient multi-stage sampling of destinations (and corresponding impedances) at
strategic points in the DaySim looping process,



Tightly integrating DaySim and TRANSIMS so that DaySim can call TRANSIMS to extract the
required measures quickly, and
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Developing means of promptly storing and retrieving already calculated measures, either in
memory or using disk caching schemes.

DaySim Required Network Data
For the initial C10A implementation, it will be necessary to develop AL-level skims by detailed time
period for auto modes only. Four primary skim measures are required:


Distance



Tolls



Travel times



Extra Travel time on links above 1.2 time freeflow

These measures need to be provided by time period for at least three (3) and as many as six (6) different
auto mode classes segmented by occupancy (SOV, HOV2, HOV3+) and possibly by toll path (toll/no-toll).
The TRANSIMS Router will be used to generate and return to DaySim AL-to-AL measures for a specified
set of origin-destination pairs (ODs) and time period given:


a single AL for the start or end of the trip



a time-of-day associated with the trip start or end



whether the single end is the start or end of the trips



a set of ALs for the other end of the trip

Network Data Use
DaySim uses the data elements described above throughout the model runstream. As stated previously,
in some instances impedance measures such as travel times and travel costs are used directly in the
models while in other cases the network impedance measures are used to calculate (or pre-calculate)
additional impedance or accessibility measures. The following sections first describe the measures precalculated by DaySim and then describe how direct and derived network impedance measures are used
in each of the core DaySim components.
Pre-calculated Measures. Prior to executing any of the core choice models, DaySim first pre-calculates a
number of additional measures derived from these data elements, including:


Destination sampling probabilities



Approximate tour mode-destination aggregate logsums



Intermediate stop location choice logsums

In the destination choice models, the choice set of potential destinations is very large. Also, in any given
situation, some destinations will be infeasible, either because the location cannot be reached in the
available time, or because the desired activity cannot be accomplished there. A sampling procedure is
used in DaySim to address availability constraints and to make the model runtime feasible. A set of
sampling probabilities are pre-calculated, These sampling probabilities are first calculated at the TAZ –
level using simple travel time impedances, and a subsequent sampling process is used to sample ALs
within TAZs, based on AL-level size measures.
In order to generate tour mode-destination aggregate logsums, two options will be considered. Ideally,
the tour mode-destination logsums would be calculated at the activity location (AL)-level, but it is more
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likely that DaySim will pre-calculate these logsums using TAZ-level impedance measures for a limited
number of time periods (up to four), using assumed time period combinations for the outbound and
return tour-legs. This is similar to the approach currently used in DaySim. Note that the DaySim tour
mode-destination aggregate logsums are segmented by purpose (7 classes), auto availability (4 classes)
and transit accessibility (3 classes), for a total of 84 measures per activity location.
Similarly, two options will also be considered in order to calculate intermediate stop choice logsums.
Ideally, DaySim would also calculate these at an AL-level, but it is likely that DaySim may will simply
produce intermediate stop logsums at a TAZ-level impedances as currently configured. Note that, unlike
the tour mode-destination aggregate logsums, the intermediate stop logsums are calculated as a matrix
for all origin-destination pairs, segmented by mode (2 classes – auto vs. transit) and time of day (2 classes
– peak vs. offpeak).
Core Components. More critically, DaySim uses impedances measures in almost every core component.
Table 1 summarizes how network impedance measures are used in each of the DaySim components.
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Table 2. DaySim Component Impedance Usage
DaySim Component

AL-level basic network

Aggregate mode-

Intermediate stop

AL-level Tour mode choice

measures

destination logsums

location logsums

logsums

(AL- or TAZ-level)

(AL-or TAZ-level)

Usual work location choice

Distance

Destination-based

Work logsums

School location

Distance

Destination-based

School logsums

Day pattern models

Origin-based

Number of tours by purpose

Origin-based

- Work logsum

Destination-based

Purpose-specific logsums

Stop location

- Work logsum
- School logsum
- School logsum

Tour destination

- Distance
- Distance to work
- Distance to school

Tour primary activity timing

Purpose-specific to destination
for up to 48 time periods

Tour mode

For chosen time period, based on
generalized cost path:
- Distance
- Tolls
- Travel times by mode
- Extra travel time

Number and purpose of intermediate stops
Stop location

Stop location
- Distance
- Generalized cost, segmented by
mode and VOT

Trip mode choice

For simulated time period, based
on generalized cost path:
- Distance
- Tolls
- Travel times by mode
- Extra travel time

Trip departure time
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Integration Approach
Ideally, a full matrix of AL-to-AL impedances would be available for use by DaySim. It is assumed,
however, that this is not practical because: 1) the amount of time required to develop all AL-to-AL
movements, which are likely to number 100 to 200 times as many as found in a typical TAZ-to-TAZ
matrix; and 2) hardware constraints would preclude holding all of this information in memory, and a
preliminary investigation into disk caching of information resulted in unreasonably slow access times.
An initial focus of the TRANSIMS-DaySim integration effort will be investigating the amount of time
required by TRANSIMS to generate “one-to-many” impedance arrays, and whether this varies with the
number of destination ALs or with the number of calls to TRANSIMS, which could be critical runtime
constraints. Another focus of the initial efforts will be identifying the amount of impedance data that can
be stored in memory, given the required market segmentation and times-of-day, because this information
is essential to informing the approach to sampling AL-to-AL impedances. It will also be essential to
identify the implications of different approaches for TRANSIMS and DaySim distributed processing.
As described earlier, it is anticipated that DaySim will first perform a set of pre-calculations of aggregate
mode/destination logsums and intermediate stop logsums. These pre-calculations would be based on a
full matrix of TAZ-to-TAZ impedance measures. The code to calculate all of these logsums at a TAZ-level
already exists in DaySim, and refinements, such as using hybrid AL-to-TAZ impedances enhanced by XY
distance-based travel time adjustments, may be considered depending on runtime implications.
It is assumed that the TRANSIMS-DaySim integration will be realized by only storing in memory
impedance measures for every AL to a sample of destinations. But even with a limited number of AL-toAL pairs, the number of paths that must be generated and impedances that must be stored is extremely
high due to the need to produce origin-to-destination as well as destination-to-origin measures for up to
48 ½ hour time periods and multiple market sampling segments and modes. Reducing the number of
time periods and/or sampling segments, or eliminating the skimming of measures such as the “extra
travel time over 1.2 times freeflow” will likely be necessary in order to achieve reasonable runtimes.
One possible approach to integrating TRANSIMS and DaySim involves “on the fly” skimming. In this
approach, DaySim loops through households sorted by residence AL, draws a sample of destination ALs
and runs TRANSIMS to get impedances every time either a new AL is encountered, or when impedances
are required for a non-home-based trip or subtour. These impedances would be stored in memory for
later re-use. A potential advantage to this approach is that it is more efficient because only those
impedances values that will actually be used are skimmed. The disadvantage is that this approach
involves many calls by DaySim to TRANSIMS, which would likely result in longer runtimes. The
intermediate stop location model presents unique challenges because in order for ALs to be considered
as potential stops there needs to be either “intersecting” impedance measures from both trip origins and
to subsequent destinations or, given impedance for one leg, a means of approximating AL-level
impedances for the missing leg. Random sampling of ALs while looping through resident ALs will likely
not produce a sufficiently large sample of these “intersecting” impedances, though non-random sampling
of ALs presents challenges as well.
A second approach to integrating TRANSIMS and DaySim involves “up front” skimming. In this approach,
prior to looping through households, DaySim loops through origin ALs, draws a sample of destination
ALs, runs TRANSIMS to get impedances, and stores these values in memory. Potential advantages to this
approach include the fewer calls to TRANSIMS and thus faster runtimes, as well as the ability to
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coordinate sampling in order to create the “intersecting” samples used by the intermediate stop location
model. The disadvantage is that there may still be missing AL pairs for which impedances are desired.
These missing AL pair impedances could be created “on the fly” (with runtime implications), or might be
imputed from pre-calculated TAZ-to-TAZ impedances measures.
A third approach to integrating TRANSIMS and DaySim involves a hybrid “skim location” level (SL)
skimming process. In this approach, TAZ-level skims are developed for all mode, occupancy, VOT and
broad time-of-day segments (and of course, excluding transit), while AL-level skims are developed for a
subset of high demand activity locations for SOV only and for the detailed time-of-day segments
(probably between 22 and 48 time-of-day segments). All the TAZ-level and AL subset-level skims are
developed “up front,” and this impedance information can then be used either directly (for SOV) of
pivoted off of (for HOV) in order to provide spatially and temporally disaggregate information to DaySim
The size of this AL-level subset is determined by the difference between the maximum amount of
impedance data that can be held in memory and the amount memory required to store the TAZ-level
impedance data. Critical strategies for increasing the amount of AL-level impedance data (that are
applicable not only to this third approach but to the other two approaches as well) may include using a
64-bit operating system capable of addressing more memory, use of dynamic memory allocation,
reduction in the number of detailed time periods, and removal or refinement of the “extra time” skims.
Advantages of this “SL” approach are that implementation would be relatively straightforward, would not
require “on the fly” capabilities and the resulting runtimes, and would be easily scalable to accommodate
more detailed spatial and temporal detail as memory constraints are removed.

3.4.4 TRANSIMS – MOVES integration
The TRANSIMS Microsimulator simulates second-by-second traffic using cellular automata techniques.
This means the traffic speeds are defined as the number of cells the vehicle travels in one second. In most
TRANSIMS applications the cell size is 6.0 to 7.5 meters. This permits the simulation to model each
standard automobile as a single cell vehicle which significantly simplifies the processing logic and
improves the computational efficiency. Trucks and transit vehicles are modeled as multi-cell vehicles.
As a consequence of this approach, the vehicles are modeled at relatively few speeds (6 or 7 cells /
second). When these instantaneous speeds are averaged over 15 minute time periods, the overall result
typically replicates observed average speeds relatively well. The Microsimulator can also report the
distribution of instantaneous speeds for a given vehicle type over link segments for specified periods of
time (e.g., 15 minutes). This is known as a Speed Bin file. Speed Bin files by vehicle type are used by the
TRANSIMS Emission program to calculate emissions.
The TRANSIMS Emissions program applies emissions rates to Speed Bin files to calculate emissions
inventories and/or manipulates the Speed Bin data to create the input data files expected by the MOVES
data importers. MOVES is EPA’s recently released emissions software. It will need to be used for State
Implementation Plans and Air Quality Conformity analysis by 2011.
For emission inventories, MOVES can be applied in one of two ways. Data can be input into MOVES
through a series of data importers or MOVES can generate a local emissions rate lookup table for use in
transportation planning tools. The Emissions program can be configured to work with MOVES in either
way, but the preferred approach is to utilize the emissions rate lookup table. In this way, MOVES only
needs to be run once for each analysis year and the rates can be applied to multiple transportation
alternatives.
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MOVES is also used for project level or hot spot emissions analysis. For these applications detailed
operating mode distributions for specific links and one hour of the day are input into MOVES to calculate
the emissions. The TRANSIMS Emissions program also formats the Speed Bin data for project level input
to MOVES. Both of these interfaces are shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8. MOVES Process for Emissions Inventories and Project Level Analysis

Given the different definitions for vehicle types, facility types, and speeds used in MOVES and TRANSIMS,
the primary purpose of the Emissions program is to aggregate or disaggregate TRANSIMS and MOVES
data to create compatible data structures. This includes, for example, distributing the 6 or 7 speed bins
included in TRANSIMS to the 16 speed bins used by MOVES. On the other hand, the software typically
creates weighted average emissions rates for the MOVES vehicle types to match the limited number of
vehicle types used in transportation planning models.

Link volumes and speeds
The TRANSIMS Microsimulator will be configured to generate a speed bin file for each of the modeled
vehicle types (autos and one or more classifications of trucks). These files will output a distribution of
instantaneous speed observations for each 15-minute period of the day on each link segment within the
network. Link segments are subdivisions of links that are approximately 100 feet long.

Fleet composition
The MOVES software includes procedures for converting MOBILE fleet composition data to MOVES
database format. This project will use the fleet data developed for the latest State Implementation Plan.
Variations to these data may be considered as part of scenario testing.
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3.4.5 Iteration / Convergence
A critical aspect of integrated model development will involve implementing and refining strategies for
achieving a condition of model system convergence in the integrated model system. Model system
convergence is achieved when the inputs to the model system are consistent with the outputs from the
model system. Convergence is necessary in order to ensure the behavioral integrity of the model system.
The impedances or level-of-service measurements used as the basis for accessibility measures and as key
inputs to the destination and mode choice models must be approximately equal to the travel times and
costs produced by the final network assignment process. Model system convergence is typically achieved
through iterative feedback. This feedback occurs both within the network assignment phase, most
frequently by using an aggregate deterministic user equilibrium traffic assignment process, and within
the overall model system by feeding the impedances output by the network assignment process back to
the beginning of the model run stream.
At the network assignment level, an equilibration process between the TRANSIMS Router and
Microsimulator will be established, while at the model system level a more “global” system feedback
between DaySim and TRANSIMS will be established. When run with standard static equilibrium
assignment, as in SACSIM, DaySim is run in the same way during each global iteration, essentially resimulating the entire regional population with the updated network travel times and costs. DaySim also
has the ability to be run on only a subsample of the population, with the resulting trips expanded to
represent the full population. This feature can be used to reduce run times in the early global iterations.
Because TRANSIMS uses lists of individual trips rather than trip matrices as input and output, and
because it is designed to run using an incremental feedback process, rerouting only a subset of trips on
the network, there are also additional possibilities for how the feedback with DaySim is implemented.
Possibilities include:


Re-simulate a full days’ travel and activity patterns for the entire population (the current, default
approach)



Re-simulate a full days’ travel and activity patterns for only a subsample of the population,
selected at random. For the rest of the population, retain the forecast from the previous global
iteration “as is”.



The same as the preceding option, but rather than a random selection, select the households to
re-simulate based on the performance of the routed trips on the network (e.g. re-simulate
persons/households where scheduling conflicts arise because of network performance, or where
travel delays are the highest)



The same as the preceding option, but only re-simulate selected tours instead of the full day’s
travel and activity pattern.



Re-simulate only those parts of the day where congestion is higher and convergence may require
more iterations.



Use different combinations and/or degrees of the above approaches, switching across global
iterations.
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As one can see from the above list, there are many possibilities for how this aspect of the system
integration can be implemented. Limited testing of these possibilities has occurred within the SACOG
TRANSIMS project, but the majority of such testing will remain to be done as part of the C10 project. One
possible concern is that re-simulation of a non-random selection of the population is not entirely
consistent with the random utility discrete choice framework in which the DaySim models were
estimated. We will balance such concerns against the resulting gain in system efficiency, and against the
face validity of the resulting traffic forecasts, as measured against exogenous data.
The project team will identify and refine a set of network assignment convergence and integrated model
system convergence measures, and provide the ability to use these measures as stopping criteria when
configuring the model system flow.
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4.0 IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Development language
The DaySim software was originally developed in Delphi, and has been recently translated into C++. It
can be compiled and executed for 32 and 64 bit versions of Windows and Linux operating systems,
though the DaySim software will be enhanced as part of this project to exploit the ability to address more
memory using 64 bit operating systems. A key benefit of the C++ translation is that DaySim and
TRANSIMS can be more tightly integrated, specifically to support the generation and use of “on the fly”
network time and generalized cost measures
The TRANSIMS software is developed as standard C++ consoled applications. It can be compiled and
executed for 32 and 64 bit versions of Windows and Linux operating systems. The basic code runs as
stand-alone programs for small personal computer applications or can be organized into partitioned
applications to model large regions using computer clusters.
The TRANSIMS software includes numerous tools that generate graphical images of the transportation
network and system performance. These tools typically generated ArcView shapefiles that can be viewed
and edited using ESRI’s ArcGIS or other products. These images can also be integrated into videos or
animations that show the movement of traffic and system performance over time.

4.2 Distributed processing
4.2.1 DaySim
Although DaySim is a single-threaded software application, it processes households sequentially and the
simulation for a given household does not depend on the results for other households. DaySim has been
programmed to make it easy to take advantage of this characteristic. A single run of DaySim can be
divided among multiple processors, with a separate run and customized controls for each node, followed
by a run that combines the results.
However, currently DaySim is a memory intensive application and it has not yet been implemented in a
multi-processor operating environment that allows more than three instances of DaySim to be running
simultaneously. As part of this project, it will be necessary to enhance DaySim’s software architecture to
be less memory intensive and/or configure a multiprocessor operating environment that supports
simultaneous running of multiple memory intensive applications.

4.2.2 TRANSIMS
As stated earlier, the TRANSIMS software expected to be used by this project will target multi-threaded
and MPI (multi-processor interface) programs on small computer clusters (4 to 8 computers each with 2
to 4 CPU’s). It will also be tested and benchmarked on a single CPU computer and on the TRACC cluster
using approximately 128 CPUs.
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4.3 Operating system
It is anticipated that DaySim and TRANSIMS components will be compiled to run under either Windows
or under LINUX.. Under either of these operating systems, model run control will be implemented via
Python control scripts.

4.4 Hardware requirements
4.4.1 Processors
As stated previously, it is anticipated that the integrated model system will be deployed on small clusters
(4 to 8 computers each with 2 to 4 CPU’s) of locally networked computers. It will also be tested and
benchmarked on a single CPU computer and on the TRACC cluster using approximately 128 CPUs.

4.4.2 Memory and storage
Memory requirements are flexible, but it is anticipated that the model system will require at minimum 4
gigabytes of RAM, though additional memory will increase performance results. It is also anticipated that
a minimum of 250 gigabytes of storage be available, although final model system storage requirements
will be influenced by the degree to which users wish to save interim model outputs.

4.5 Dissemination, Maintenance & Support
4.5.1 Availability
All components of the integrated model system will be available under open source software license
agreements. Model code and sample datasets will be available for public download and use.

4.5.2 Usability
There are two aspects to usability that will be addressed in software development: usability from the
developer’s perspective and usability from the user’s perspective. From the developer’s perspective, the
usability of code is related to the ease with which they can navigate around the code, and understand the
key concepts and naming conventions. To the extent possible, the programmers involved in the
enhancement of model components or the development of the system will help check and debug each
other’s code.
From the user’s perspective, the usability of the integrated model system is related to the ease with which
it is possible to understand and modify the model system configuration, make adjustments to key inputs,
summarize key outputs, understand key concepts, execute model runs with reasonable runtimes, and
other application and development concerns. The project team will coordinate with project staff and
agency partners to ensure that the final model system is well documented and intuitive to apply.
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4.5.3 Maintainability
A key aspect of any software development project is the ability to resolve bugs, and to maintain
compatibility and functionality as new software tools and methods emerge. Developing software code
that is easy to read and for which the intent of its author is easy to grasp and essential elements in
developed a maintainable code base. The project team will seek to minimize the use of large, difficult-toread routines, and rather will pursue development of a set of concise and legible methods.

4.5.4 Extensibility
To the greatest extent possible, the model system will be designed to facilitate future improvements in
any of the model components as well as to potentially replace core system components, while also
minimizing impact to existing system functions.

4.5.5 Backward compatibility
Given that the integrated model system is comprised of three primary separate software components and
a overall run controller, an important quality of the model system will be the ability to incorporate
revisions and enhancements to the software components while still being able to use previously
developed inputs, data and assumptions. For example, users should not have to completely reconfigure
their existing transportation networks in order to keep current with the latest versions of the network
simulation software. The project team will coordinate all software modifications and enhancements to
enable, to the greatest extent possible, backwards compatibility with all model related data and
processes, though in some cases it may not be possible to assure complete backwards compatibility.
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Appendix A.

DEFINITIONS, ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS

DaySim
TRANSIMS
Synthesized Population
Logsums
Skims/Paths
TAZs
Plans
Events
Dynamic User Equilibrium
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Appendix B.

FILE FORMATS AND DATA STRUCTURES

Synthetic Population File Format

Variable

Definition

SERIALNO

PUMS household ID

PNUM

Person number within household

HHTAZ

Household residence TAZ

HHCEL

Household residence parcel

PERSONS

# of persons in household

TENURE

Ownership status

BLDGSZ

Residence building size/type

P65

# of persons age 65+

P18

# of persons age under 18

NPF

# of persons part of family

NPOC

# of own children in the household

HINC

Household income ($)

VEHICL

# of vehicles owned by household

RELATE

Relationship to householder

SEX

Gender

AGE

Age

GRADE

Hours worked per week

HOURS
WORKER

Employed worker status

STUDENT

Student status

NWORKERS

# of workers in HH

NSTUDENT

# of students in HH

EXFAC

Expansion factor
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Parcel File Format

Variable

Definition

PARCELID
X_COORD
Y_COORD
AREA_SQF
TAZ
HOUSESP
HOUSESQ
HOUSESH
STUDK12P
STUDK12Q
STUDK12H
STUDUNIP
STUDUNIQ
STUDUNIH
NODES1Q
NODES1H
NODES3Q
NODES3H
NODES4Q
NODES4H
DIST_LRT
DIST_BUS
PARKDY_P
PARKDY_Q
PARKDY_H
PPRICDYP
PPRICDYQ
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PPRICDYH
PARKHR_P
PARKHR_Q
PARKHR_H
PPRICHRP
PPRICHRQ
PPRICHRH
EMPEDU_P
EMPFOODP
EMPGOV_P
EMPOFC_P
EMPOTH_P
EMPRET_P
EMPSVC_P
EMPMED_P
EMPIND_P
EMPTOT_P
EMPEDU_Q
EMPFOODQ
EMPGOV_Q
EMPOFC_Q
EMPOTH_Q
EMPRET_Q
EMPSVC_Q
EMPMED_Q
EMPIND_Q
EMPTOT_Q
EMPEDU_H
EMPFOODH
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EMPGOV_H
EMPOFC_H
EMPOTH_H
EMPRET_H
EMPSVC_H
EMPMED_H
EMPIND_H
EMPTOT_H
PIDSTR
GRID_ID
TRANPROX
STRTPATT
TOTDEN
MIXINDEX
ACTION
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Zone Data File Format

Variable

Definition

TAZ
AUTACC
AUTEGR
PRKCOST
DAVIS
PEDENV
PUMA
RAD
XCORD
YCORD
PKNRCOST
SQFT_Z
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Trip File Format

Trip_File

Trip File Class

Field Name

Data Type

Description

HHOLD

Integer (10)

Household ID number

PERSON

Integer (4)

Person number within the household

TOUR

Integer (2)

Tour number for the household person

TRIP

Integer (2)

Trip number within the tour

START

Text (16)

Start time of the trip (time units)

Time Code

END

Text (16)

End time of the trip (time units)

Time Code

DURATION

Text (16)

Duration of the activity at the end of the trip

Time Code

ORIGIN

Integer (10)

Activity Location of the trip origin

DESTINATION

Integer (10)

Activity Location of the trip destination

PURPOSE

Integer (2)

Trip purpose

MODE

Text (12)

Trip mode

Mode Code

CONSTRAINT

Text (14)

Trip time constraints

Constraint Code

PRIORITY

Text (10)

Trip scheduling priority

Priority Code

VEHICLE

Integer (4)

Vehicle number within the household

PASSENGERS

Integer (2)

Number of passengers in the vehicle

NOTES

Text (128)

Optional descriptive text
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Vehicle File Format

Vehicle_File

Vehicle File Class

Field Name

Data Type

Description

HHOLD

Integer (10)

Household ID number

VEHICLE

Integer (4)

Vehicle number within the household

PARKING

Integer (10)

Parking Lot number at the beginning of the day

TYPE

Integer (4)

Vehicle Type number

NOTES

Text (128)

Optional descriptive text
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